RealFlex 6 Online Help
Welcome to the RealFlex 6 Online Help. RealFlex is part of the Flex.Win suite of programs and is
an Operator Workstation for the RealFlex SCADA system.
The following topics are covered in this help:
Using QNX-Photon Windows
This introduces users to the QNX windows environment in which RealFlex is run, and explains how
to use the operating system's features and utilities.
Using RealFlex 6
This section explains how to use the RealFlex application and to understand the data and displays.
Configuring RealFlex 6
This section is for advanced users and administrators. It covers the setup and configuration of the
RealFlex application.
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QNX Photon User Interface
The QNX Photon system is a windows-style User Interface running on Linux. It is easy to use and is
similar to other windows interfaces.
To start a program, click on the Launch button in the bottom left hand corner and select an
application from the list that is displayed. (e.g. Starting RealFlex)

When applications are running, the windows are shown in the taskbar. Click on a window's icon to
have it displayed on the desktop.

NOTE : By default, RealFlex starts automatically, and in some installations the Launch button may
be removed.

System Tools
System tools may also be displayed in the QNX shelf (the panel to the right-hand side of the
desktop). Note that the shelf may be disabled in some cases and users will not then have access to
any of the tools or utilities described below.
The System Monitor, in the bottom right-hand corner, displays information about the server, such as
memory usage. It does not refer to the RealFlex system. It is displayed for information only.

Below the System Monitor, the WorldView tool is displayed. This allows the user to spread open
windows across a number of virtual screens. This is described in more detail in the Worldview
page.

Also displayed, in the top right-hand corner, are System Tools. See System Tools and Utilities for
more information on these.
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To expand system menus, click the plus button

. To collapse the menu, click the minus button
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Using RealFlex Windows
RealFlex uses the QNX Photon user interface. It is a windows-style environment which is intuitive
to use. For those not familiar with this type of interfaces, the links below give information on:
Close Displays and Windows
Entering Data
Filter Dialogs
Minimize/Maximize RealFlex windows
Minimize/Maximize Displays Windows
Resize/Move Windows
Setting Time and Date Fields
Using Scroll Bars
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Closing Displays and Other Windows
To close a window:
Click on the Close button
in the upper right-hand corner of the window.
Alternatively:
 Click on the system menu icon
in the top left corner of the window select Close from the
drop-down system menu
 If the window is active, pressing Alt+F4 will also close the window.
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Entering Data
Data may be entered in different ways in RealFlex. The options differ between dialogs, but the main
methods are:
1) An edit box

allows the user to enter a value from the keyboard.

2) A spin button
allows the user to adjust the value displayed in the box beside it. Click
repeatedly on the up or down arrow to increase or decrease the displayed value. The spin buttons
also respond to the keyboard up and down arrows.
3) The drop-down button
indicates that there is a list of options to choose from. Click this
button to display a drop-down list of choices.
OK or Apply
Click on "OK" or "Apply" to save the data you have entered.
Cancel
Click the "Cancel" button if you do not wish the data to be saved.
NOTE: If you enter data and then use a navigation button on the same window to go to another data
input window, the data you entered is automatically saved. The data is saved even if the 'Cancel'
button is clicked when you return to the original window.
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Using Filter Dialogs
Some RealFlex windows will display a Filter dialog to allow the user to refine their search or
reduce the list of options displayed.
The asterix '*', represents a wildcard character which can be any combination of letters and/or
numbers.
For example:
 '*' will return all possible entries
 PCU* will return all entries which begin with the letters 'PCU', e.g. PCU_1
 *PCU_1* will return all entries which contain 'PCU_1' somewhere in the name, e.g.
UPR_PCU_1 or PCU_1_OUTLET.
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Minimize/Maximize a Display Window
A RealFlex display can be minimized while another window is being viewed, then
rapidly displayed again when it is needed.

To minimize a window:
 Click on the minimize button
in the upper right-hand corner of the Display window.
To restore a window (when minimized)
Click on the window's icon in the taskbar, e.g.
. The window will return to the
size and location it had before being minimized.
To maximize a window:
 Click on the maximize button
in the upper right-hand corner of the Display window. The
window will fill the RealFlex desktop.
To resize a window:
 Position the mouse pointer over the corner of the window, seize the corner and drag the
frame.
To reduce the window to display just its toolbar (toolbar remains in its current position):
 Click on the
button in the toolbar. Click again to restore the window to its previous size.


NOTE: When a Display is minimized, the activity executing within it is still using computer memory
and Central Processing Unit (CPU) time. To prevent system overload, avoid excessive use of this
feature.
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Minimize/Maximize the RealFlex Window
A left-click on the RealFlex icon in the taskbar
window to toggle between restored and minimized.

will cause the RealFlex application

Double-clicking on the title bar of the application window will cause it to be maximized and moved
to the top of screen.
A right-click on the RealFlex window's icon in the taskbar will display a system menu with options
to maximize, minimize, move or send 'to back' (allows windows behind the RealFlex window to be
visible).
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Resize/Move Windows
To resize a window:
1. Move the mouse pointer over the edge or corner of the window. The pointer becomes a
double-pointed arrow.
2. Drag the window border until the window is the desired size, then release the button.
To move the window:
 Move the window by clicking on an open area of the Title Bar, and drag the window to the
required position in the screen.
When RealFlex is closing down, the size and location preferences of the display windows are saved
so that they are restored to the same location and size when the system is restarted.
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Set Time/Date Fields
Some RealFlex windows and dialog boxes have Date fields and Time fields. From these fields you
can modify the date and time as required.

To set the time or date:
Method 1:
 Click and highlight the portion of the time or date in the time/date field and type the required
value in the correct format (DD/MM/YYYY HH/MM/SS).
Method 2 (time only):
Click and highlight the portion of the time in the time field and use the spin button to select
the required time.
Method 3 (date only):
 Double-Click on any part of the date. A calendar will be displayed from which the user can
select the required date.
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Using Scroll Bars
Some RealFlex windows have scroll bars. These are graphical objects along the side and/or bottom
of a window, which can be used to move the contents of the window so that a different section of the
information is displayed.

To scroll a line or column at a time, click on one of the small triangles at either end of the
scroll bar.
 To scroll a page at a time, click on the space above or below the bar.
 To scroll to a specific portion of the display:
1. Place the cursor in the middle of the bar
2. Press and hold down the select button on the mouse
3. Drag the slider bar until the desired location is reached
4. Release the mouse button
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Text editor : ped
The most convenient text editor to use in QNX-Photon, is ped.
The text editor can be started in the following ways:




Click the Editor button
in the QNX utilities menu
Right-click on a file in File Manager and select 'Open With' from the menu. In the dialog box
provided, type 'ped' and press return.
From a terminal window, enter 'ped' at the command line.

NOTE
For system reports and configuration files, text alignment is often important for file readability. To
ensure the text spacing is correct:
 Open ped
 From the Edit menu, select Preferences
 Select the Font & Color tab
 Choose 'Monospace' from the drop-down menu for the font setting.
 Click OK
This will set monospace as the preferred font, and ensure that the text is correctly aligned.
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QNX Terminal
A QNX terminal window is similar to a Windows DOS command window. It allows the user to
enter commands to run on the system.
To open a terminal window, click on the Terminal button in the QNX Utilities menu.

In the help document, commands are usually displayed as follows:
# command_name
The '#' is displayed in the terminal window, and so the user just needs to enter the command_name.
Some examples of commands are given in Using the Command Line section
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Snapshot
To capture an image from the screen, use the Snapshot utility:






1. Open the QNX Photon Utilites menu
2. Select 'Snapshot' from the list.
3. Set the delay timer. This controls how long after clicking the 'Take Snapshot' button the
image will actually be captured.
4. Set the area to be captured. The user can select one of four modes which decide how much of
the screen is captured in the image. They are (from left to right):
The entire desktop
The inside of the selected window. The user must select the window after pressing the 'Take
Snapshot' button.
The selected window, including the border. The user must select the window after pressing the
'Take Snapshot' button.
A user defined area. In this case, the user presses down on the left mouse button to select a
start point, then drags the cursor to form a rectangular window. The image is captured only
after the button is released.

The dropdown menu defines where the file will be sent to:
 Photon Viewer : The captured image is displayed in the Photon Viewer. The user can then
save the file to the desired location
 PNG file : The image is saved as a PNG file in the project folder
 JPEG file : The image is saved as a JPEG file in the project folder
 BMP file : The image is saved as a bitmap file in the project folder.
If an image is sent directly to the Photon Viewer, of if it is opened in Photon Viewer, it can then be
printed.
NOTE: the Snapshot window does not appear in the captured image and so will not obscure
windows behind it.
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Print
To print an image:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the QNX Photon Utilites menu
Select 'Image Viewer' from the list
Open the image file
Click on the File menu, and select 'Print'

NOTE: A printer must be set up and connected to the RealFlex server for the image to be printed.
For printer setup and configuration, refer to the QNX help.
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World View
World View is a QNX feature which allows the user to spread the open windows across a series of
virtual desktop areas.
To access this feature, click on the World View button at the bottom right-hand corner of the screen.
NOTE : To see the World View option in the system menu, it may be necessary to minimize the
System Monitor menu.






In the World View setup, ensure it is set to always display windows frames. If not, it will be
more difficult to identify where the windows are located.
Switch to a new view simply by clicking on that area in the World View panel
Move windows into the different views by dragging and dropping
The Alarm Banner will be displayed in all views
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RealFlex Overview
RealFlex is an efficient system for Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
applications and is suitable for a wide range of realtime environments.
The RealFlex application displays data which is read from different control points within the system
which is being monitored. This data can be viewed within a graphical presentation (via Displays) or
within a data window (accessed from the menus). The data is stored in a database, and historical
records can be viewed and edited.
RealFlex also allows the user to send controls to the system (e.g. to open a valve) so that
adjustments can be made remotely to the operation of the system.
To understand how the software relates to the hardware being monitored, refer to the section on
PCU's and PLC/RTU's.
When the RealFlex application is started, two windows are generally displayed:
 The RealFlex application window
 The alarm banner.
To help with alarm monitoring and alarm notification, it is also possible to have an Integrated
Notification System, such as MAW. This allows specific notifications (e.g. SMS messages or
e-mails) to be generated when an alarm event occurs.
While some aspects of the RealFlex system are configurable, the system structure and graphical
displays are created using different Flex.Win applications, and cannot be modified from within
RealFlex.
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Starting the RealFlex Application
In general, the RealFlex application will start automatically when the server is started.
However, if it does not, it can be started manually by:
1) Using the Launch button, select RealFlex from the menu and then click 'Start RealFlex'.

2) Using the rf start command from a terminal window.
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Alarm Banner
The alarm banner is a window which displays alarms as they occur. It appears when RealFlex is
started and is always displayed in front of other windows so that alarms will not go unnoticed.
The alarm level represented by the different colour highlight is set in the database.

By clicking on an alarm, a window is opened allowing alarms to be acknowledged using the
space-bar on the keyboard.
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RealFlex Application Window
The RealFlex main window is displayed when the application starts.





Click the speaker icon
to temporarily mute alarm sounds. This does not turn off all
sound permanently. When a new alarm condition occurs, the alarm will sound again.
The RealFlex menus are discussed in detail. They allow the user to access all the data
features of the RealFlex system.
If required, the RealFlex application window can be moved or minimized.
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RealFlex Menus
The following standard menus are available:
Main
Configuration
Displays
Note that menu items may be added or edited by the system administrator to provide easy access to
displays or other system data.
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Main Menu
The main menu gives the user access to all the system data summaries presented in list-style in
various windows, or as reports. It also provides options for logging on/off and exiting the
application.

The sub-menu options are:
RealFlex Summaries
Data Summaries
Demand Reports
User Logon/Logoff
About RealFlex
Exit RealFlex
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RealFlex summaries
RealFlex Summaries allow the user to view of all aspects of the system, including current data
values, communications status, and alarms and events.
Values and states depicted represent a current-state "snapshot" at the time the summary is requested
and will not be updated to reflect realtime changes.

The RealFlex Summaries menu includes:
System - PCU - Allows user to view all PCU's and points defined for the RealFlex system.
Communications - Displays the status of each PCU's communication link with remote devices.
Active Alarms - Provides active alarm/event data display for all points in the system, sorted by PCU
name.
Historical Alarm/Event - Allows user to review alarms and events that have occurred during recent
operations.
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System - PCU
Use the System - PCU option to access a PCU and view the dynamically updated state and/or value
of its scan points, issue controls or initiate processes.
It can be accessed by clicking on the Main menu button, selecting the RealFlex Summaries option
and then selecting the System - PCU option.
Select the desired PCU from the window, which lists by name the PCU's defined in the RealFlex
system. PCU names are presented alphabetically - if the window is full, use the PageUp or
PageDown buttons to find the required PCU, or use the filter to refine the list.

Right-click to select the PCU to be opened. The first page of that PCU's System Summary display
will then be displayed.
NOTE: The FLEXWIN and SYSTEM entries are reserved PCU's and do not contain user-specified
data.
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System Summary for RTU_x
The System Summary display gives the user a detailed presentation of the data available for a given
PCU. The display area is divided into two panels: The left-hand panel contains stats and alarm
details for the PCU and remains visible while the user scrolls through the data pages which are
displayed in the right-hand panel.
Comms Stats
The Comms Stats panel provides a summary of the status of the communications link between the
PCU and the PLC/RTU.
PCU Alarms/PCU Stats
PCU Alarms and Stats allow the user to see, at a glance, the number of active alarms, and also stats
relevent to the PCU.
Data Summaries
The summaries display data for the analog, status and meter points. (Data is grouped by type and
may be spread across multiple pages).
The user can navigate through the data using the window's function buttons.
Right-click on any value to display menu options. Certain points are controllable and can be sent a
control using a left-click.
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System Summary : Function Buttons
The System Summary display contains a number of function buttons to allow the user to navigate
through the screens of data:





Index : Allows the user to select a specific PCU.
Next/Prev PCU : Displays the data from the previous or next PCU in the database.
Page Up/Down : Allows the user to scroll through additional pages.

The Ack Page button allows the user to acknowledge active alarms for the current PCU.
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System Summary : Alarms & PCU Stats
The System Summary display panel contains a summary of:
1. The number of active alarms for the current PCU. Active alarms can be acknowledged using
the Ack Page function button.
2. The total number of points, and how they are divided by type (analog, meter or status).
This display allows the user to see at a glance how many alarms are active. For futher detail, refer
to the Active Alarms summary.
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System Summary : Comm Stats
The System Summary display includes a summary of the status of the communications link between
the current PCU and its PLC/RTU.
This allows the user to see, at a glance, if there is a communications problem with the current PCU.
For more detailed information on the communications status, the user can refer to the
Communications Summary page.
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System Summary : Analog Data
The Analog Data display shows the user the current values of all the analog points defined for the
current PCU.

Right-click on any value to bring up menu options. Certain points may be controllable and can be
sent a control using a left-click.
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System Summary : Meter Data
The Meter Data display shows the user the values accumulated to date for all the meter points
defined for the current PCU.

Right-click on any value to bring up menu options. Certain points may be controllable and can be
sent a control using a left-click.
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System Summary : Status Data
The Status Data display shows the user the current state of all the status points defined for the current
PCU.

Right-click on any value to bring up menu options. Certain points may be controllable and can be
sent a control using a left-click.
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Right-Click Options
A right-click on a point in the System Summary screen, or in a graphic display screen, allows the
operator to access the following menu:

(Those marked * require that the operator is logged in. )
Acknowledge Alarm : When an alarm is active (highlighted), this allows the user to acknowledge
it.
Manually Overwrite* : Enables the user to enter a new value to replace the current reading.
Display Alarm Events : Displays the alarm/event records for the selected PCU tag.
Display Dynamic : Displays a graphical representation of the data.
Info Tag : Allows the user to add an Information Tag to the point.
Control Tag* : Allows the user to add a Control Tag to the point.
Alarm Enable/Disable* : Enables/Disables the alarm.
Edit Database* : Allows changes to the alarm levels, etc.
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Acknowledge Alarm
When an alarm is signalled, the point's data becomes highlighted. This ensures that the alarm it can
be identified quickly by the operator.

Alarms will remain highlighted until they are acknowledged - which means that an operator has
noted the alarm, has taken any appropriate action required, and now no longer wishes it to be
highlighted.
Once acknowledged, the alarm highlight around the data will be removed.
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Manually Overwrite
The Manually Overwrite option allows a new value to be entered using spin control or slider. The
maximum allowable value is enforced automatically.
Click Execute to save the new value.

All manual changes are recorded in the database and can be reviewed at any time in the Manual
Overwrite summary window.
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Display Alarm Events
This displays the alarm/event records for the selected PCU tag. The AT column displays the Alarm
Type.
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Display Dynamic Events
This options displays a graphical representation of the data for the point the user has right-clicked
on. To manipulate the display, a number of options are available:
 Right-click on the graph to view the display options as shown in the screenshot below.



Left-click on the AVG/RAW/MIN/MAX text ('RAW' in the screenshot below) to change the
trend data.



Right-click on the line to turn off the pen for a given trend line.

Mulitple Trendlines
Trendlines for several different datapoints may be plotted on the same graph, each in a different
color. In that case, there may be a description line for each datapoint located directly beneath the
display, and a different set of scale labels can be displayed for each. The color of each set of scale
labels will be the same as the color of the corresponding trendline.
Time Axis is Reversed
Note that the time axis of the graph is "reversed", with the current system clock time at the left, and
progressively earlier times as you move to the right. Watch a trend display for a period of time and
you will see the entire plotted trace move to the right, with points being added at the left.
Blank Graphs
When a trend display first appears, it may be blank. This happens if historical data collection is not
in effect for the database points being plotted. As additional data comes in, it will be added to the
graph, until eventually the trace will cover the entire time span.
Realtime Display
Trends displayed in realtime will not save plotted information once the display is closed and
reopened.
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Display Dynamic Events : Graph Options
The display options allow the user to adjust the graph elements. Each of the options is described
below.

Cursor Mode
Move the slider along the graph to get the value at a particular point displayed.

Zoom Options
Click and draw a box. The dimensions of the box (length/height/both) will form the new axes on
time/scale/both depending on the zoom option selected.
Hide/Show Limits
Removes/Adds the limit bars from/to the graph.
Smooth/Line Trend
Allows user to switch between a smooth graph, and one drawn in discrete lines.
Set Time Span
Sets start/end time, etc.

Reset Trend
Restores trend graph to original format. Use this to zoom out to original view.
No Grid
Removes the background grid
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Information Tag
An Information Tag is a way of allowing users to add notes to a point. When this option is selected,
the user is presented with a dialog box in which to enter the information relevant to this point.
The user enters the information in the text area, then clicks Add. If the user if viewing an information
tag, they will also have the option to Remove.
When added, an 'I' is then automatically displayed beside the value to alert other users to the info
tag.

For example, a user might add an Information Tag to a control point which represents a water level
advising other operators that the tank in question is being cleaned, and that alarms can be safely
ignored.
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Control Tag
An Control Tag is a way of allowing users to add notes to a particular control point, but also to
restrict if controls can be sent to that point.
When this option is selected, the user is presented with a dialog box in which to enter the
information relevant to this point. The user clicks Add to add the control tag. A 'C' is then
automatically displayed beside the value to alert other users to the control tag.
When viewing a control tag, the user will also be presented with a Remove option. Control tags can
only be edited if the user is logged in.
Once a Control Tag is added, no controls or commands can be issued to that point until the Control
Tag has been removed.

For example, an operator might identify that a tank's outlet is blocked, and add a control tag to an
inlet valve, preventing it from being opened until the outlet problem has been resolved.
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Alarm Enable/Disable
This option allows the user to enable or disable the alarm. Once disabled, alarm conditions for this
point will no longer be highlighted.
Disabled alarms are identified with an A. At any time, a list of all disabled alarms in the systems
can be viewed.
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Edit Database
The Edit Database option allows the user to change database settings for the point which has been
clicked on.
To change a setting:
1. Enter the new value in the parameter's edit box.
2. Press Enter, or click in another edit box. The changed value will then be displayed in red.
3. The 'Save' option in the menu bar will then also be active. Click this to save the new setting.
4. When asked 'Apply changes for the record?', click Yes to confirm the changes.
Note that the updated value may not appear on the screen until it has been refreshed (scroll up/down;
open/close).

For further explanation of any of the parameters, hover the mouse over the parameter of interest and
a tooltip will be displayed. An explanation of the parameters is also given in the Database
Parameters page.
In the Limits section, click on the colour box to the right of an alarm level to set the colour of the
alarm highlight.
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Database Parameters
The database parameters which can be edited are described below. These descriptions are also
available as a tooltip when the mouse pointer is held over the parameter in the Edit Database screen.
EU Value
Current value of scanned analog point. This field cannot be edited from this screen. If is only
provided for information purposes.
Units
Ten-character unit of measurement which describes the analog point in terms such as Degrees F,
PSI, Lbs/hr, etc. Unit descriptions may be entered in upper or lower case and are defined by the
user.
Point Offset
This value tells the I./O driver which item of data received from the PLC/RTU is to be placed in this
record. Becaruse the precise requirements depend upon the the particular I/O driver used to access
the data for this point, a general description of how to determine the "point offset" is not possible. If
this is a "pseudo point " (an unassigned point) then "-1" is entered in this field to tell the I/O driver
to ignore this datapoint. A "-2" value represents an output only value and is only updated when a
control is issued for that database point. Please refer to I/O driver documentation and applicatble
data sheets for your hardware.
Aux Address
This field is used for additional addressing of codes that may be required for some PLC's/RTU's.
Refer to I/O driver documentation and applicatble data sheets for you hardware.
Subtype
This field is used for additional addressing of codes that may be required for some PLC's/RTU's.
Refer to I/O driver documentation and applicatble data sheets for you hardware.
EU Type
Engineering units (EU) conversion type:
0 = No conversion required
1 = Linear extrapolation
2 = Square Root extrapolation
99 = Internal Pseudo Point
Other values may be required by specific I/O drivers under certain circumstances. Please consult
your I/O driver documentation for further detail.
Controllable
When this box is checked, the operator is able to edit the value for this analog point in the System
Summary screen by clicking on the value and entering a new number. In effect, it becomes an analog
control (rather than just a value).
Min Raw
Min val. Decimal value (-32768 to 32767). Not applicable for EU type 0, 10, 20, 30,....or 99. For
example, if 16 bit positive values are passed, this value would typically be 0.
Max Raw
Min val. Decimal value (-32768 to 32767). Not applicable for EU type 0, 10, 20, 30,....or 99. For
example, if 12 bit positive values are passed, this value would typically be 4095.
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Min EU
Min engineering units value for point range (bias) or low end of instrument range. This value
(-999999.0 to 9999999.0) is used for EU conversion, insturment under-range alarming and
TREND/PID/BAR GRAPH data scale. This value is also needed for controls and manual
overwrites. Pl.ease note that if EU type = 0 and MIN/MAX EU values = 0, analog instrument failure
checking is disabled. This value cannot be left at "0" if the point is used in a Trend dynamic display
or if the point is defined as controllable. This value in engineering units corresponds to the MIN
RAW value in counts.
Max EU
Max engineering units value for point range (bias) or low end of instrument range. This value
(-999999.0 to 9999999.0) is used for EU conversion, insturment under-range alarming and
TREND/PID/BAR GRAPH data scale. This value is also needed for controls and manual
overwrites. Pl.ease note that if EU type = 0 and MIN/MAX EU values = 0, analog instrument failure
checking is disabled. This value cannot be left at "0" if the point is used in a Trend dynamic display
or if the point is defined as controllable. This value in engineering units corresponds to the MAX
RAW value in counts.
HIHI (absolute upper limit)
Decimal value (-999999.0 to 9999999.0) in "engineering units" which represents a "high high"
alarm limit for the referenced analog point. When the actual value reaches or exceeds the 'high high'
limit value set for this point, the point will go into alarm.
HI (upper limit)
Decimal value (-999999.0 to 9999999.0) in "engineering units" which represents a "high" alarm
limit for the referenced analog point. When the actual value reaches or exceeds the 'high' limit value
set for this point, the point will go into alarm.
LO (lower limit)
Decimal value (-999999.0 to 9999999.0) in "engineering units" which represents a "low" alarm
limit for the referenced analog point. When the actual value reaches or exceeds the 'low' limit value
set for this point, the point will go into alarm.
LOLO (absolute lower limit)
Decimal value (-999999.0 to 9999999.0) in "engineering units" which represents a "low low" alarm
limit for the referenced analog point. When the actual value reaches or exceeds the ';pw low' limit
value set for this point, the point will go into alarm.
ROC type : Rate of change
Define "rate-of-change" (ROC) processing as follows:
0 = ROC alarm processing is disabled
1 = ROC alarming based on "inter-scan" delta change in conjunction with ROC LIMIT and
ROC INHIBIT parameters
ROC inhibit
Decimal value (Max = 25) specifying time interval in seconds during which the rate of cahnge
(ROC) processing will be disabled after posing an initial ROC alarm for the referenced analog
point.
ROC limit
The decimal value in engineering units specifying the amount which a database point must increase
or decrease by in order for a rate of change alarm to be posted.
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Alarm Action
Decimal number which identifies the Actions Processor data file record(s) defining a digital output
control to be issued automatically upon this anaolg's value violating an alarm limit. (0 indicaties
"No Action"). An entry in the Alarm Action field requires a file sritten for use with the Action
Processor. The Action OProcessor is a RealFlex task designed to automatically respont to changes
in state of status points and out-of-limit alarm conditions in analog points.
Alarm Deadband
A change in successive reading must exceed this value for alarm to be generated. It is used for
analog points that have a tendency to repeatedly violate one of the defined alarm limits. The
deadband value is specified as a percentage of the total EU range. The alarm deadband maximum
value is 255 (i.e. 25.5% of the total EU range).
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Set Alarm Colour
In the Limits section of the Edit Database dialog, click on the colour box to the right of an alarm
level to set the colour of the alarm highlight.
Choose Black/No Alarm if you do not wish an alarm to be displayed for the point being edited.
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Communications Summary
The Communications Summary window allows the user to monitor the communications performance
between the control software and the PLC/RTU hardware.
It can be accessed by clicking on the Main menu button, selecting RealFlex Summaries and then
selecting Communications from the menu.
RealFlex records and displays statistics for each PCU defined in the system.

Navigate through the pages using the PageUp and PageDown keys, or the Page Up and Page Down
buttons.
These statistics indicate the following:
 PCU Name : The name associated with the PLC/RTU
 Channel : The communications channel RealFlex uses to communicate with it
 Address : Its numerical address within the system
 Reply : An indication if the physical terminal is responding to communications
 On/Off : Turns the communications channel on the RealFlex server on/off. This does not
switch on/off the PLC/RTU
 TOTAL SCANS: - The total number of scan requests.
 VALID SCANS: - The number of valid responses.
 RETRIES: The number of retries.
 NO RESP: The number occasions where no reply was received.
 DATA ERROR: The number of data errors.
 COMM EFF %: The communications efficiency, calculated as a percentage based on the
number of valid, error-free responses versus the total number of scan requests. 100%
corresponds to perfect communication and 0% corresponds to no communication.
To change the scan status ON/OFF state for a PCU listed in the Communications Summary display,
click on the ON/OFF entry to be changed (right- or left-click), and a pop-up menu will be displayed
:

The displayed options are:
 Turn On/Off
 Demand Scan : Some terminals only update their data periodically. Choose 'Demand Scan'
to get an immediate upload of the available data.
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Telemetry Edit : This option is for advanced users. It allows the user to adjust
communications settings such as baud rate, etc., for the driver. This should only be
undertaken with a suitable level of knowledge on the driver.
(Additional options may be displayed and are I/O Driver specific. Please refer to applicable I/O
Driver documentation for more information).


PCU NO-REPLY/REPLY alarm acknowledgement is supported from this summary display by
pressing the space bar or Ack Page button.
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Active Alarms
The Alarm Summary display provides the user with a quick and easy way to view points in the
system that are currently in an alarm condition.
The first page of the Active Alarm Summary display is accessed by clicking on the Main menu
button, selecting RealFlex Summaries and then selecting Active Alarms.

As data values or states return to being within normal limits or acceptable conditions, the associated
alarm message will be automatically removed from this summary and replaced with an "OK" or
return-to-normal message and will subsequently be removed upon acknowledgement.
By default, this multi-page summary display contains a log in reverse chronological order of the
latest 127 points in an alarm state. Newly occurring alarms will appear at the top of the list.
Move from page to page using the PageUp and PageDown keys or clicking the Page Up and Page
Down buttons.
Click on the Options on-screen button to display a pop-up menu which allows changes the way data
is displayed:
 Show For All PCUs - all alarm points for all PCU's will be displayed.
 Show For Selected PCU - allows you to view alarms for a selected PCU. On selecting this
option, a window listing all available PCU's will be displayed. Click on the required PCU.
 Alarms may also be acknowledged from this screen either singly or by page. To
acknowledge all alarms on the page, click on the Ack Page button and select OK to confirm
acknowledgement. To acknowledge a single alarm, click on the alarm line and select OK to
confirm acknowledgement.
When an alarm has been acknowledged, the coloured highlight will be removed and the line will
return to a standard black background
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Historical Alarm/Event
The Historical Event Summary display provides the operator with an easy-to-use mechanism to
review alarms and events that have occurred during recent operations.
It can be accessed by clicking on the Main menu button, selecting RealFlex Summaries and then
selecting the Historical Alarm/Event option.

By default, this multi-page summary display contains a list in reverse chronological order of the
latest 512 alarms, events or controls occurrences. New occurrences are added to the top of the list.
Move from page to page by pressing the PageUp and PageDown keys or clicking on the Page Up
and Page Down buttons.
Alarms cannot be acknowledged while viewing the Historical Event Summary, which is provided
for information purposes only.
Click on the Options on-screen button to display a pop-up menu which allows the user to adjust the
data displayed:
 Show For All PCU - all alarm points for all PCU's will be displayed.
 Show For Selected PCU - allows you to view alarms for a selected PCU. On selecting this
option, a window listing all available PCU's will be displayed. Click on the required PCU.
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Data Summaries
The Data Summaries allow the operator to view all system database points of a given type on a
multi-page display.
The points of a given type are listed alphabetically by tag name and grouped by PCU association.
The values and states show a current-state "snapshot" at the time the summary was requested. The
values will not be updated to show realtime changes. Alarm conditions will be displayed.
The Data Summaries can be accessed through the Main menu. The sub-menu allows the operator to
select the desired data-type summary.

Available datatype summaries are:
Analog
Meter
Status
Manual Overwrite
Alarm Disabled
Control Tagged
Information Tagged
For all Data Summary screens the PageUp and PageDown keys or the on-screen Page Up and Page
Down buttons can be used to scroll through the pages.
Alarms may also be acknowledged by page from the Analog, Status and Meter summary screens. To
acknowledge all alarms on the page, click on the Ack Page button and select Yes to confirm
acknowledgement.
To capture an image of a summary page as it is displayed, use the Snapshot utility.
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Analog Data
The Analog Data summary allows the operator to view of all of the system's analog database points
on a multi-page display.

Use the Page Down/Page Up buttons to navigate through the list. Where alarms are
unacknowledged (highlighted), they can be acknowledged by using the Ack Page button.
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Meter Data
The Meter Data window displays a list of all the meters in the system and their current values.
Meters are control points which accumulate measurements over time.

Use the Page Down/Page Up buttons to navigate through the list. Where alarms are
unacknowledged (highlighted), they can be acknowledged by using the Ack Page button.
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Status Data
The Status Data window displays the system's status tags and their current states. For example, it
may indicate if swiches and valves are opened or closed.

Use the Page Down/Page Up buttons to navigate through the list. Where alarms are
unacknowledged (highlighted), they can be acknowledged by using the Ack Page button.
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Manual Overwrite Data
The Manually Overwriten Data window displays all the controls in the system which have been
manually overwritten (indicated by an M). This allows the user to see at a glance where overwrites
have occurred across the system, rather than checking each data summary window.

Use the Page Down/Page Up buttons to navigate through the list.
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Alarm Disabled Data
The Alarm Disabled Data window displays a list of the control points which have had their alarms
disabled (indicated by the A). This allows the user to see at a glance which alarms are disabled
across the system, rather than checking each data summary window.

Use the Page Down/Page Up buttons to navigate through the list.
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Control Tagged Data
The Control Tagged Data window displays all the controls in the system which have been Control
Tagged (indicated by a C). This allows the user to see at a glance where control tags are set across
the system, rather than checking each data summary window.

Use the Page Down/Page Up buttons to navigate through the list.
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Information Tagged Data
The Information Tagged Data window displays all the controls in the system which have been
Information Tagged (indicated by an I). This allows the user to see at a glance where information
tags are set across the system, rather than checking each summary window.

Use the Page Down/Page Up buttons to navigate through the list.
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Demand Reports
The Demand Reports menu option allows the user to generate system reports in a text format.
The user can select from:
 A preconfigured report from a RealFlex summary (any of those listed in the sub-menu).
 User Report
 Selective Alarm Print
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Preconfigured Summary Report
A preconfigured summary report presents a text file report. It shows a snapshot of the selected
summary at the time the report is generated. The format is the same for all the summaries - only the
file name differs. The available preconfigured reports are:
 System Summary
 Communications Summary
 Active Alarm Summary
 Active Events Summary
 Analog Summary
 Status Summary
 Meter Summary
 Alarm Disabled Summary
 Information Tagged Summary
 Control Tagged Summary
 Manual Overwritten Summary
The date and time when the report was generated is shown in the file. The text file can then be
printed, saved or sent as information or record.
Shown below is an example of a System Summary report.
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Selective Alarm Print
The Selective Alarm Print menu option allows the user to choose a partial or complete set of alarms
or events to be displayed or printed in report form.

Start/End Time
Set the time period for reports by adjusting the times. Note that the start time defaults to midnight of
the current day.
Events
Use the checkboxes to select which events/alarms should be included in the report.
PCU's
Select the PCU's which are to be included in the report by clicking with the mouse, or using the
control buttons:
This button adds a PCU to the include list.
The minus button removes a PCU from the include list.
This button inverts the add/remove operations
Use this button to open a filter dialog to refine the PCU list.
Point Description
The user can filter the point names to be included by using this filter. A '*' will include all point
names. When "Match case" is selected, RealFlex finds only those instances in which the
capitalization matches the text typed in the Point Description field.
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Output to
The report can be sent to the display (opened in a text viewer) or directly to a printer (if a printer is
attached)
Execute/Close
Click the Execute button to generate the report. Click Close to exit the dialog.
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User Demand Reports
To be able to use the "User Report" option, user defined reports must have already been created
using FlexBuilder and saved to the RealFlex QNX server..
Note: Access to this option may be disabled or protected by a password.
From the Main menu, select Demand Reports and then select User Report from the sub-menu.

Select report to demand
Select one of FlowDay, FlowMonth or FlowYear.
Click and highlight the desired report in the "Select report to demand" list.
Time span
The "Time span" options are only active when selecting "User defined report".
 Previous - Will provide a report for the time period set for the report working backwards
from either the current time, or from the time set in the "Report at time execution" section.
 Current - Will provide a report for the time period set for the report for either the current
time, or for the time set in the "Report at time execution" section.
 Span - Will provide a report for the time period set for the report working backwards from
either the current time, or from the time set in the "Report at time execution" section.Set time
of execution
The "Report at time execution" section is used to define the sta
rt date and time for the period to be covered. For example, when selecting a "User defined report"
and the time set is not changed, then it will have no effect. If the "Time span" is set to "Previous" or
"Current", e.g., for a "Daily report", choosing the "Previous" option will print 24 values for the
previous day. Choosing the "Current" option will print values from midnight to current hour. But if
you change the "time set" to yesterday, then this date dictates when previous starts.
Click on the "Report at time execution" check-box; a tick will appear when activated.
Output to
You can choose where to send the report. The options are:
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1) Display - The output is displayed on the RealFlex screen in a text editor.
You can view the report and if required, print the report using the Print option of your chosen Report
Viewer.
After the report has been displayed on the RealFlex screen, you can save the report using the Save
option of your chosen Report Viewer.
2) Printer - The output will be sent directly to the printer.
Execute
Click on the Execute button to generate the report. When complete, the report can be opened in ped.
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About RealFlex
Selecting About RealFlex from the Main menu will display information about the RealFlex
program.
The display includes information such as: software version number and build number; licence type
(Development or Runtime); registration ID and copyright. This information can be given to a support
engineer in the event of a problem with RealFlex.

From the About RealFlex window you can click on the links to visit the RealFlex website, or send
an e-mail to the RealFlex sales department to enquire about other Flex.Win products.
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User Logon/Logoff
When User ID and password security has been implemented for a RealFlex application, system
operators returning to/leaving the workstation should Logon/Logoff.
The User ID is the users identity in RealFlex and it is used publicly in many places in the system.
User Logon/Logoff activities are recorded as events in the Historical Alarm/Event Summary. These
records can be used for retracing problems and/or responsibilities.
To log on: Enter your User ID and password, then press Return.

To log off: Click the Log Off button.
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Exit RealFlex
The Exit RealFlex option from the Main menu allows the user to exit safely from RealFlex by
shutting down all associated tasks.
To exit RealFlex, seleck OK when the following dialog box is displayed:

Note: The system administrator can password-protect the Exit RealFlex operation. A valid
user-name and password may be required before it is possible to close the application.
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Configuration Menu

The following options are available in the Configuration Menu:
Historical Editor
Password Change
Alarm Sounds
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Historical Editor/Viewer
The Historical Editor/Viewer window allows the user to view records stored in the historical
database for a given PCU tag.
The editor function allows the user to add values to a tag, but does not allow tags to be added or
removed. To add/remove tags, refer to the"Historical DataPoint Maintainence" feature in FlexView.
To see the events logged for a given tag, highlight the line and click View in the menu bar.

In general, no records are displayed in the window when first opened. This may be because the time
period is set to the current time. To change this:
 Select a start time by clicking on an element in the time bar (hr, min, etc) and using the
up/down buttons to the right to select the required time/date.
 When the time from which records are to be retrieved has been set, click the 'Go' button.
 The list of events are now displayed in the window.

Edit Data
Existing database enteries can be edited. Select the entry to be edited, then click the Edit button.
Enter a new value, then click Apply. Click Exit to cancel the change.
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Add Data
New data can be added to the database. Click the Add button in the viewer menu.
 Adjust the date/time value to select the time at which the data should be inserted.
 Enter a new value, then click Apply to save it to the database. Click Exit to cancel the
change.
NOTE: Entering a value for a time which already has an entry in the database will overwrite
the previously saved value.
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Alarm Sound Configuration
The Alarm Sound Configuration screen allows the user to adjust the warning tones which RealFlex
generates in alarm situations.
NOTE: To temporarily mute the alarm tones at any time, click on the speaker icon
RealFlex Application window.

in the

Check the 'Enable Alarm Sounds' box so that the sytem generates alarm tones. If this box is not
checked, no alarm sounds will be generated.
Check the 'Use PC Speaker' box if the alarm tones are to be played out on the PC's internal speaker.
In this case, only a single tone is used. The generated tone varies as follows for different alarm
levels:
Server unavailable (short, very fast beeps) Can be enabled/disabled.
OK
(long, very slow beeps)
ordinary

(long, slow beeps)

urgent

(medium duration beeps)

critical

(short, fast beeps)

If the PC speaker is not used, a sound card must be available for the external speaker. The following
additional setttings are available for external speakers:
 Different tones can be configured for alarm, urgent and critical status.
 To use a sound file, check the 'Use sound from a wave file' box, and then browse to find a
valid .wav file
 Tone settings can be adjusted for each of the Alarm/Urgent/Critical tabs by varying the note
frequencies and on/off periods.Use the 'Test' button to listen to how the tone sounds before
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applying the change.
Click the Apply button to save any changes and for the new settings to take effect.
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Password Change
A password is required for logging on/off the RealFlex system.
To change the password, first enter the old password, then enter a new password. Enter the new
password again to confirm the change.
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Displays
The Displays menu provides access to graphic representations of plant processes or field data.
These displays are created using FlexBuilder and cannot be modified in RealFlex.
It is possible to send controls from the displays (e.g. open/close switches, change values, etc).
Refer to the Display Types for further descriptions of the controls and how to use them.
To view a display, select one from the list that is displayed. To refine the list, enter the first letter(s)
of the display names in the 'Filter' box followed by * and press return.

For example, the display below is for a water system.
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Dynamic Display Types
Each graphic display is made up of a background picture overlaid with "dynamic display elements",
"Display links" and "Superkeys". Each dynamic display element is a textual and/or graphical
representation of the current status of a database point or a group of related database points. Each
Superkey is an on-screen button that is used to start a user defined procedure.
The various types of dynamic display elements in RealFlex are described as follows:
Analog Points
Status Points
Meter Points
Trends
Webpage
User Function
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Analog Points

VALUE
The purpose of this display type, is to reflect the current state of the datapoint in a way that is more
effective than displaying only the name of the state in the database. For instance, if there are twenty
valves in a system, all with the possible states OPEN and CLOSED, the implementor could use
VALUE displays to reflect "V-1 OPEN"/"V-1 CLOSED", "V-2 OPEN"/V-2 CLOSED", etc. With
VALUE displays, the entire text string changes color with the state of the datapoint, and flashes when
an alarm occurs. A subtype of Value dynamics provide the display of the units as defined in the
Database Editor. In operation, the units will appear in the color appropriate to the current value of
the datapoint in question. This display type can be used to label another display of the same
datapoint (for example a VALUE or BAR dynamic) or it can be used by itself to serve as an alarm
indicator.
TEXT
Analog text dynamic displays place on the screen a different text string for each of up to 10 values
the datapoint assumes, and each string may be displayed in a different color.
VAR TEXT
The Var Text display type is similar to the Text display type described above, but is used where
more than ten messages are needed, or where longer messages are needed. As with the Text display
type, the value of the associated analog datapoint is used to determine which message (if any) will
be displayed.
NOTE : The text for the Var Text display is taken from the user-defined text file, /text/messages
.The entries in the file are converted from their numerical reference to a text string.
BAR
A bar type dynamic display element consists of a bar graph representing an analog database point's
current value. The graph may be scaled or unscaled, as the implementor desires. The color of an
analog bar can be set to reflect the database point's current alarm state. If a specific color was
chosen during Display implementation, the graph will always display in the selected color.
DESCRIPTION
This mask will display an extended description that can better describe a display.
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Meter Points
VALUE - For meter database dynamics, the value field is used to display the current net value of the
selected point, the units, associated hourly, daily, monthly, yearly accumulations, factor, last hour,
yesterday, gross value and raw value.
TIME - This type of meter dynamic display element is used to display calculated unit run times
which are accumulated by the calculation processor. For example, a time display might be used to
monitor how long a pump has been turned on, so that preventive maintenance can be performed after
a factory-specified period of operation.
BAR - A bar type dynamic display element consists of a bar graph representing an meter database
point's current value. The graph may be scaled or unscaled, as the implementor desires. If no color
is specified for the bar graph, the graph will display in the defined alarm colors. If a color is
selected for the graph during display implementation, the graph will always display in the selected
color.
DESCRIPTION - This mask will display an extended description that can better describe a
display.
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Status Points

SYMBOL
Symbol type dynamic display elements are used for status or digital input/output points such as
valves, pumps, blowers, circuit breakers, etc. A display of this type consists of a graphical symbol
whose color reflects the current state of the database point. If an unacknowledged alarm condition
exists for the database point, the symbol will flash.
VALUE
Value type dynamic display elements are used to show the name of the state a database point is in if
the database point reflects a digital device. The color of the display will reflect the current state and
will flash if an unacknowledged alarm state exists for the point.
OBJECT
An Object dynamic display element is a graphical object in the display that changes colors
according to the state of an associated status datapoint. It can be as simple as a small circle, or as
complex as a large, irregular polygon. It will generally represent some important piece of equipment
in the system, such as a boiler, tank, or pipeline.
ANIMATION
Animation displays are similar to symbol displays, except that a different symbol may be used for
each digital state. For example, the standard engineering drawing symbol for an open valve would
be used to represent the open state, and the standard symbol for a closed valve would be used to
represent the closed state. The valve symbol would appear to be moving when the monitored valve's
state changed. As with the symbol type, the color of the animation display will reflect the current
state of the database point, and the display will flash if an unacknowledged alarm state exists for the
database point.
WINDOW
The Window dynamic display element is used to transform a portion of the existing format into a
dynamic element in which the color is updated with the database colors for changes in state.
DESCRIPTION
This mask will display an extended description that can better describe a display.
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Trends
A trend display is a dynamically updated graph depicting a database point's numerical value plotted
against time.

Right-click on the trend graph to view display options.
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User Functions
The "User Functions" dynamic object allows for the execution of a procedure on the RealFlex QNX
server. An example of the display representation is shown below.

It will normally display the name of the function, but can also include other information to make it
easier to identify, depending on the system implementation.
Within RealFlex, the operator can run the assigned user function by clicking on the "User Function"
button.
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Web Page
The Web Page Dynamic object links to a predefined WEB page.
NOTE: This may be dependant on external network access being available (if the page is hosted
externally).
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Overview Window
The Overview window provides a graphical representation of the RealFlex project. RealFlex
displays are dynamic representations developed by the system implementor to depict the system's
application parameters and/or station schematics.
These displays are built as needed (using FlexView), but cannot be edited in RealFlex.
RealFlex can be configured to open the Overview Window (or any other display window)
automatically at startup by editing the startRF.local file.
It, or any other display, can also be opened at any time using the Display menu from the RealFlex
application window.

The overview represents the top level of the system, and graphical representations of other parts of
the system can be accessed by clicking icons within the display.
The user can also navigate through the available displays using the Prev/Next buttons which are
labelled with the preceding and succeeding display nams:

To send a particular display to the back of the workspace (to uncover other windows behind it),
click the system menu icon
in the top left corner, then select To Back from the drop-down list.
Note: Although more than one display may be opened at a time, there is a maximum memory
allocation set for Displays. When the maximum has been reached, the message: "Not Enough
Memory. Close one or more windows" will be displayed.
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RealFlex : PCU's and PLC/RTU's
The RealFlex system provides software monitoring and control of a physical system. It does this by
creating a software representation in its database of the physical elements in the system.
Physical elements of a system might be switches, valves, temperature sensors or flow meters. These
are referred to as Remote Terminal Units (RTU) or Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) devices.
In the RealFlex database, each physical element has a software representation, known as a Point.
Each point is given a Tag - this is a name or label to help identify it. It is also defined as a particular
type, such as Analog, Status (digital) or Meter (accumulator), depending on its function.
Other points found in the database include pseudopoints. These are software-only elements which
represent values derived from calculations on physical data.
PCU's (Process Control Unit) are created to group the points logically, e.g. grouping all points from
a physical machine in the system.
The RealFlex software establishes communication between the PCU and its associated PLC/RTU's
over the network. It stores the data it receives in the PCU, and can also allow the user to send
control messages to the remote device. It is possible for a single PLC/RTU to report information to
multiple PCU's.
The "SYSTEM" PCU is used by RealFlex to control and report the status of CSLs (optional Control
Sequence Language processor), Superkeys (a Display Format dynamic type), printers and hard drive
utilization information. The "SYSTEM" PCU should not be removed.
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Control Point Definitions
Each database type has a customized screenform used for definition of unique tag names, point
descriptions and other pertinent information describing the operational characteristics of the
database point. The database types supported by RealFlex are Analog, Meter and Status.
Analog
Scan points that record floating point data converted from a device reporting, for example, a range
of 4 to 20 milliamps in raw counts. Analog value ranges are defined for individual points by
defining the appropriate engineering units being read from the field. The maximum number of analog
points supported is 32,000.
Meter
Used to track and report any type of cumulative measurement or quantity that can be expressed as an
integer. The maximum number of points supported is 32,000.
Status
Represent two or four state indicators, e.g., on/off, high/low, set/reset, invalid/open/closed/travel,
etc. (also called digital I/O points). The maximum number of status points supported is 32,000.
Pseudopoints
By placing the appropriate entries in Analog, Meter or Status database records, "pseudopoints" can
be created. One type of pseudopoint is created by placing "-1" in the POINT OFFSET field. This
causes the I/O driver associated with the PCU to which the point belongs to ignore the point for
input purposes. This point can be used to store and display calculated or operator supplied values.
Some pseudopoints contain a 99 in the EU TYPE or CONTROL TYPE field. An EU TYPE of 99
will disable the scaling option of MIN/MAX EU. A CONTROL TYPE of 99 when used in
conjunction with a -2 point offset identified to the I/O driver that there is no hardware associated
with the point, and that when a control is sent to the point, only the database value is changed. A "-2"
value is an unscanned control point which represents a pseudopoint output only value and is only
updated when a control is issued for that database point. Refer to I/O driver documentation and
associated point-type data sheet for more specific information.
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Alarm Types
When alarms are notified, they fall into one of the following categories:
A = Alarm
EV = Event
OK = Okay
U = Urgent
C = Critical
The letter will be displayed next to the alarm to indicate its category. Display colours and alarm
sounds will vary depending on which category the alarm belongs to.
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Dynamic Display - Control Points
A Control Point is an element (or field) associated with a controllable device which can be
modified from RealFlex. The process of modification is referred to as 'sending a control'. The
'control' which is sent could be a status change or a new value.
When the mouse pointer passes over a controllable point, the cursor changes to a 'finger pointer'
icon. Left-click on the point to open the Controls dialog. (A right-click brings up a menu for both
controllable and non-controllable points).

Control points can also be accessed from a System-PCU Summary screen.

Control points are created during system implementation and cannot be added or removed from
RealFlex.
They can be created as "pseudopoints" (points not directly associated with actual physical devices)
as well as database points associated with controllable devices. When a control is sent to a
pseudopoint, the database value is changed, with no signals being sent to I/O devices.
Event messages are generated in the Historical Alarm/Event Summary and stored in monthly log
files to document all operator-initiated control requests which are sent.
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Display Indicators
RealFlex displays use several conventions to alert the system operator to certain, non-standard data
values. These "display alert" conventions have the following default values:
Character

Color

Description

>

white

signifies control in progress. The control issued designator
remains until either a control failed is received from the I/O
driver, the controlled state is reported by the field device or the
control time-out timer expires prior to reporting of the expected
state.

I

white

signifies Instrument Failure (outside of set EU range for the point
as defined in the Database Editor).

C

purple

signifies a Control Tag has been placed on the point This will
prevent controls from being issued on the point until the Control
Tag is removed.

I

yellow

signifies that an Information Tag has been assigned.

#

cyan

signifies that a Manual Overwrite has been assigned.

A

yellow

signifies that an Alarm Disabled command has been placed on the
point. This will prevent the value from displaying an alarm state if
one is reported from the field.

*

white

signifies a communications failure. This occurs when the remote
unit does not reply to the scanner's request for information, the
reply is found to be erroneous, or the remote unit has been
removed from the data acquisition cycle.

For example, the data below is identified as being 'Alarm Disabled':

Valid numerical data representations of non-alarmed points and/or analog values in "acceptable
operating range" are colored green. Valid, "normal state" status data is represented in the database
record color designated for that state. All other colors are database defined for alarm violations.
NOTE: The characters and colours listed above are the default settings. However, if the user
wishes to assign alternative settings, then this can be done by modifying the attr.ini file.
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Action Processor
The Action Processor is a RealFlex task designed to automatically respond to changes in state of
digital status points and out-of-limits alarm conditions in analog points.
When the changes reach a user-specified limit, the Action Processor performs the user-specified
actions, which can include:
 Sending a control request
 Activating or deactivating a CSL
 Generating a remote vocal alarm with dialling
 Generating a remote vocal alarm without dialling.
The action which is taken is determined by the setting associated with the alarm in the database. The
action processor, and how to configure it, is discussed in more detail in the INS section of this help.
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Configuring RealFlex 6
This section describes how to configure the RealFlex 6 system.
Getting Started with RealFlex
Integrated Notification System (INS)
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Getting Started
This section of the Help is intended as a reference for the setup and configuration of the RealFlex
system. Individual documents are also available from RealFlex to assist in this task.
The information covered is as follows:
System Setup
Using the Command Line
Configuration
Backup and Restore
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System Setup
To set up the RealFlex system, refer to the following sections:
System Requirements
Software Installation
Security Dongle
Connectivity
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System Requirements
The following table outlines the minimum and recommended system requirements for installing and
running the software.
RealFlex 6 Server PC:
Equipment
Operating system
Computer
Memory
Hard Disk
CD ROM

Minimum
Recommended
QNX 6 Neutrino 6.2.1 or above
QNX 6 Neutrino 6.3 or above
Pentium II. For initial installation only, Pentium III, For initial installation
a mouse, keyboard and a VGA
only, a mouse, keyboard and a SVGA
graphics display
graphics display
128MB
256MB
512MB
10GB for Historical and Event
Storage
Required for installation
Required for installation
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Software Installation
Starting the Installation
There are 3 steps in installing RealFlex 6:
1. Install RealFlex 6 Hardware Key
2. Backup RealFlex 4 database (if you are upgrading the system)
3. Installing QNX 6 / RealFlex 6 Server Software on QNX/RealFlex PC
The software is protected using a hardware device, which plugs into the PC.
1. Install RealFlex 6 Hardware Key
Attach the Hardware key that is labelled with the letter 'R' to the serial port at the back of your QNX
6 PC.
NOTE : This Marx hardware key does not act as a pass through device and therefore you can not
connect other equipment to the back of this key.
2. Upgrading Existing RealFlex 4 System
If you have an existing QNX 4 and RealFlex 4.3 system and are upgrading to QNX 6 / RealFlex 6,
then you will need to do the following:
1. Backup existing RealFlex 4 system and store backup data.
2. Install QNX 6 / RealFlex 6 on a new PC or install QNX 6 / RealFlex 6 on the existing
hardisk
3. Restore RealFlex 4 backup
4. Convert RealFlex 4 database to RealFlex 6 database
There is a special backup script that has to be used to backup a RealFlex 4 database when upgrading
to RealFlex 6. This script is located in the RealFlex 6 CD:
Place the RealFlex 6 CD in the CD drive of the RealFlex 4 PC. Ensure the CD driver is running.
Login as root user :
# sin –P Iso
If “Iso9660fsys“ is displayed, then the driver is running. If the driver is not running then enter the
following command
# Iso9660fsys &
Wait a few seconds until the CD driver is running
Ensure you exit RealFlex 4 before doing this backup. Enter the following command to backup the
data in the RealFlex 4 database
# /cd0/backup_rf4db DatabaseName
(where DatabaseName is any name you choose for the backup)
Begin project backup
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Do you want to backup the historical data? y/[n]
If you want all the historical data and events backed up and later converted to RealFlex 6 then Enter
y and press Return
NOTE : Depending on the lifetime for historical and the amount of time the system has been running,
there may be a very large backup file and take along time to convert. As this backup file is being
created on the QNX 4 hardisk in the /tmp folder, then insure your hardisk is not more that approx 50
% full if you select Y to this request, as it may fill the hardisk otherwise.
If you do not want to have the historical data and events backed up and converted to RealFlex 6 then
Enter N and press Return
When the backup is completed there will be a file called
/tmp/ DatabaseName.tar.F
(where DatabaseName is any name you choose for the backup)
and it will give you an option to save the backup to Floppy disks.
The backup of project is placed to /tmp/ DatabaseName.tar.F
Do you want to copy it to floppy? y/[n]
Only use this option if your database is small and you have not backed up the Historical data as it
may require a large number of floppy disks.
If you do not backup to floppy disks, and you are going to use the same hardisk for RealFlex 6 or you
are you are using a new PC for RealFlex 6, then you will need to transfer the backup file to another
PC. The easiest way is to transfer this file over the network to the QNX 6 PC or to a Microsoft
Windows PC for temporary storage or writing to a CD.
3. Installing QNX 6/RealFlex 6 Software on QNX/RealFlex PC
It is possible to install QNX 6 on a hard disk alongside an existing partition if there is a free space
not used by the existing partition or it can be installed on an empty hard disk on its own.
1. Reboot the PC, which is to be used for QNX 6 and RealFlex 6.
2. Enter the BIOS setting screen by pressing the appropriate key as instructed on screen
immediately after power up e.g. DEL, F2 e.t.c.
3. Set the BIOS to boot from CD before the hard disk to allow it install QNX from the CD
4. Insert CD and restart the PC
5. Wait until it asks to “Press F1 to continue” (Install QNX Partition …)
6. Enter your license key when it asks “Please enter your license key: “
7. Press F1 to accept the license agreement
8. “Choose disk (F1) ?” - Select appropriate disk to install QNX (for single harddisk press
F1)
9. Press F1 “Allow the QNX partition to be anywhere on the disk “ if your PC is newer than
1998
10. (QNX 6.3 SP3) Press F1 to install partition 79
11. Press F1 if you want QNX 6 to use all the available free partition space on the hard disk.
12. If there is a Windows Partition on the harddisk, you will get a choice of “Installing a QNX
partition boot loader”. You MUST Press F3 to “Use your existing boot loader …” as the
QNX boot loader will stop your Windows partition from booting
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13. Press F1 “Make QNX the active partition. You will boot into QNX Neutrino by default”
14. “Please choose type of installation :” “Enter choice: [S]” Press Enter to select Standard
Bundle
15. Read RealFlex License agreement and press F1 to accept.
16. Wait until it finishes copying files to the hard disk.
17. “Please remove the installation media then press ‘Enter’ to reboot” – Remove the CD in the
drive and press ‘Enter’ to reboot the PC.
18. When a dialog appears indicating “A new video card has been detected.” , select the
appropriate Video Driver from the combo box. Try to select at least 1024 x 768 from the
Resolution and the best Color Depth possible.
19. When complete, click on Continue button.
20. Click on Continue on next dialog to select the new video mode.
21. Enter the User Name : root and click on Go
22. Photon now starts
23. The User’s Configuration dialog now appears
24. Select the appropriate Time Zone and click Apply
25. Select the appropriate Time Zone and click Apply
26. Click on the Language tab
27. Select the appropriate Language and click Apply
28. Click on the Keyboard tab
29. Select the appropriate Keyboard Layout and click Apply
30. Click on Done when completed.
31. Ensure the RealFlex 6 Marx Hardware key in the COM1 or COM2 or some serial port of the
PC.
32. Restart Photon by clicking on Launch button on bottom left corner
33. Select Log Out
34. Select Shut down and reboot
35. Click OK
36. Enter the User Name : root and click on Go
37. When the PC reboots it will start Photon and automatically start RealFlex in standalone
mode with a demo database called DemoRF6-1.05
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Security Dongle
A RealFlex security dongle must be installed on the RealFlex server before the application will run.
NOTE : If the dongle is not present, no error will be displayed, but the application will fail to start.
If the application fails to start, check that the dongle is present and securely installed. To check the
status of the system, run the status command. This will indicate if there is a problem with the security
dongle.
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Connectivity
For network communications on the RealFlex server (e.g. to FlexView or to external internet
servers), the following setup details should be noted.
1) A LAN card must be present in the RealFlex QN6 server.
or
2) For Direct Dial-up, TCP/IP must be installed with PPP configured.
(For a RealFlex failover configuration, separate modems and phone numbers are required for each
RealFlex server)
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Configuring PPP : New Accounts
Create a new user account for each PPP connection i.e. if you have more than 1 serial port with PPP
connections, then you need to create a new user account for each connection e.g. if you have 3
FlexView clients on serial lines or leased line modems which allow 3 simultaneous connections,
then you need 3 new accounts e.g. (flexwin1, flexwin2, flexwin3)
These are the accounts which FlexView logs into when it connects. i.e. the username and password
used on the FlexView PC
1) Select Users from the Configure menu on the right side of the screen.

2) Click on Advanced

3) Click on New User
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4) Enter Full Name, Login ID and Home Directory for the user account.
5) Click on Set Password and enter and verify the password

6) Click OK
7) Click Apply, then click Done
8) You should add a User for each serial port used for PPP.

9) When finished, Click Done.
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Configuring for Leased Line Modem or Serial
Line
If it is required to connect to the RealFlex 6 PC using a leased line modem or serial cable (for
example, from FlexWin), then it is necessary to configure the QNX 6 PC for PPP and also setup new
connection on Windows XP PC.
If just a Serial Cable is used, then it should be full null modem cable.
If you are using Leased line modems then they should be setup to automatically connect and they
should supply DTR and DCD active to the serial port.
Security
When setting up a remote login it is essential that you set a password for the superuser login.
Login as a superuser i.e open a shell and login as root
login: root <CR>
#
Set a password for root
# passwd
# New password: xxx
# Retype new password: xxx
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New Scripts
1) Open the File Manager by clicking on the File Manager on the Toolbar

2) Go to /etc/ppp folder (If ppp folder does not exist, then create a folder called ppp)
3) Create a /etc/ppp/options file with the following lines

4) Create a /etc/ppp/pap-secrets file with the following line

5) Create a /etc/ppp/winclient file with the following line

6) Create a /etc/ppp/start_ppp executable script file with the following lines
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NOTE : There should be a pppd line for each serial port used for ppp
Example : When using 2 serial lines
pppd nolog 192.168.0.52:192.168.0.100 /dev/ser2
pppd nolog 192.168.0.52:192.168.0.101 /dev/ser3
The IP addresses are as follows
<local IP address>:<Assigned IP address>
Where <local IP address> is the fixed IP address of the QNX 6 PC (# netstat –in)
And <Assigned IP address is the address which will be assigned to the FlexView PC which is
connecting over the serial line or leased line modem.
7) Save the file and exit the editor.
8) Right click on the start_ppp file and select Inspect
9) Tick the Exec boxes across from User and Group

10) Click on Done
It is necessary to have this script run automatically on startup of the QNX 6 PC, so it is necessary to
add in into the rc.local file.
11) Go to /etc/rc.d folder

12) Right click on rc.local
13) Select Open With
14) Type in ped, click Open
15) Add the following line at the bottom
/etc/ppp/start_ppp &
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16) File – Save
17) File – Exit
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Using the Command Line
There are many useful RealFlex functions which can be run from the command line. To use these
commands, open a terminal window and enter the command at the # prompt.
Commands include:
Display Processes
rf command
Start RealFlex
Stop RealFlex
RealFlex Status
Switch Nodes
Ping
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Command Line : Display Processes
# rf ps
Pid Prio Level Flags Name&&Args
2834467 16 20 00000006 syncproc
2834468 10 10 00000006 fileproc
2834469 10 20 00000006 flexserv
2834470 16 10 00000006 hscproc -m
2850856 10 0 00000006 eventwriter
2850857 13 0 00000006 eventproc
2850858 16 0 00000006 dbproc
2850859 13 0 00000002 histproc
2850860 9 0 00000002 histmgr
2850861 13 0 00000006 rawproc
2850862 13 0 00000006 alarmproc
2850863 10 0 00000006 contdo
2850864 14 0 00000006 cntlproc
2850865 14 0 00000006 rupdate
2850866 10 0 00000002 crtproc
2850867 10 0 00000002 symproc
2850868 13 0 00000006 anaproc
2850869 13 0 00000006 statproc
2850870 13 0 00000006 meterproc
#
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Command Line : RealFlex Status
# rf state
RealFlex is running in Standby mode.
#
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Command Line : rf Command
To get help on the rf command you can use “rf -?” or “rf help”
# rf -?
Copyright (C) 1996-2005
Datac Technologies, Ltd
v6.3.0r9.79 build 195.0.0.1
Registration ID: Not found
rf supports following commands:
start [-P<PrjName>] [-m] [-N<num>] - Start RF6
stop [-l] [-m] [-N<num>]
- Stop RF6
ps
- Display the RF6 Process names running in the system
check -n <ProcessName>
- Check to see if a given realflex procss is running
state
- Display the current RealFlex state
switch
- Switch between main and standby nodes
version
- Display the version of the RealFlex modules
help
- Show help
To display additional information use "rf <command> -?"
#
To get more detailed help on specific options, use “rf <option> -?
# rf start -?
Copyright (C) 1996-2005
Datac Technologies, Ltd
v6.3.0r9.79 build 195.0.0.1
Registration ID: Not found
-P<str> Change default project name
(value is <>)
-m Enable Monitor Mode
-N<num> Node number(1 - current, 2 - remote, 0 - both) (value is 0 )
-p<str> Device name with HW key
(value is <>)
#
# rf stop -?
Copyright (C) 1996-2005
Datac Technologies, Ltd
v6.3.0r9.79 build 195.0.0.1
Registration ID: Not found
-l
Stop all
-m Enable Monitor Mode
-N<num> Node number(1 - current, 2 - remote, 0 - both) (value is 0 )
#
# rf check -?
Copyright (C) 1996-2005
Datac Technologies, Ltd
v6.3.0r9.79 build 195.0.0.1
Registration ID: Not found
-n<str> Process name

(value is <>)
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#
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Command Line : Start RealFlex
Start RealFlex on both Active Node and Standby Nodes (Current Node will be Active Node) :
# rf start
Start RealFlex only on the current Node:
# rf start –N1
Start RealFlex only on the remote Node:
# rf start –N2
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Command Line : Stop RealFlex
Stop RealFlex on both Active Node and Standby Nodes:
# rf stop
Stop RealFlex only on the current Node:
# rf stop –N1
Stop RealFlex only on the remote Node:
# rf stop –N2
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Command Line : Switch Nodes
Switching Active and Standby Nodes (Failing Over)
Switch the Standby Node to being the Active Node and the Active Node to being the Standby Node
# rf switch
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Troubleshooting the IP Connection
The most common way to check that you have TCP/IP connection to QNX 6 / RealFlex 6 PC
properly established is to use ping command from a terminal window:
ping <IP address of QNX 6/Realflex 6 PC> <Enter key>
You should see a message like this one:
Reply from <IP address>: bytes=32 time=NN ms TTL=xxx
If you don’t have valid connection, the following message is displayed:
Request timed out
In this case make sure your network or modem connected and TCP/IP is configured properly.
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Configuration
When setting up the RealFlex systems, there are a number of options available, including restoring
previous installations. Each of the options is discussed in this section.
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Configuration Files
RealFlex contains a number of files which it reads at startup which control its setup and appearance.
In some cases, these files can be modified by the user to customize their RealFlex user interface.
Some of the configuration files can be access by clicking the Launch button, selecting RealFlex,
then selecting Configuration.

The configuration options in this sub-menu are:
Add/Remove RealFlex to Startup
filesync.local
project.ini
rfmenu.menu
startrf.local
startup.ini
The remaining files must be located using File Manager:
startrf.menu
fonts.ini
attr.ini
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Add/Remove RealFlex at Startup
These options, available from the Configuration menu, allow the user to set whether or not the
RealFlex application should start automatically when the QNX server starts.
Click Add RealFlex for the application to start automatically.

Click Remove RealFlex to have QNX-Photon start without RealFlex.

If RealFlex is not started automatically, the user will need to use an alternative method of starting the
application.
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filesync.local
This file relates to system file backups between the main and backup servers, and is not generally
configured by the user.
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project.ini
The project.ini file contains many settings which control how the RealFlex system operates. Each
option is described below.
[STARTUP]
#cold start or warm start
COLD_START=NO
A warm start (=NO, by default) retains the last known values for each of the points. If a Cold
Start is selected (=YES) then all values are set to a default or zero value.
#Set each point as no reply on a cold or a warm start
NO_REPLY_RESET=YES
A no reply state is indicated by a value displayed in white followed by an '*'. This indicates that
the last known value is displayed, but it is not known if it is valid. If this option is selected
(=YES) then all values will initially appear in a 'No Reply' state until an updated value is
received.
#Clear each point's instrument unacknowledged flag on a warm start
RESET_INSTRUMENT_UNACK=NO
Unacknowledged (alarm highlight) status is removed at startup if this option is enabled (=YES).
The default is to disable this option.
#Clear each point's instrument fail flag on a cold or a warm start
RESET_INSTRUMENT_FAILURE=NO
An instrument failure is indicated by an ‘I’ next to a reading. If this option is enabled (=YES),
then all failures are cleared at startup time. The default is to disable this option.
BASEPRIORITY=9
FLEXSERV_PRIO=+1
HSCPROC_PRIO=+1
FILEPROC_PRIO=+1
SYNCPROC_PRIO=+1
The Base Priority setting determines the default priority that RealFlex processes will run at. The
priorities of specific processes can be adjusted. For example, the process FLEXSERV_PRIO has
been given an increased priority of 10 here (9 + 1).
[DATA_PROCESSES]
DEAD_BAND= 1.0
ENABLE_ACTION=NO
The deadband represents the percentage change which must occur before a new analog value will
be stored to the database. The default is 1%.
An action is an active response to an alarm event, e.g. sending an SMS, sounding a siren, etc. If
this option is disabled (ENABLE_ACTION=NO) then no action is taken. If it is enabled, then the
action defined in the database for that alarm is executed.
[ALARMS]
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#Automatically acknowledge any alarm that returns to normal state
AUTO_ACK=NO
When a point value returns to normal level from an alarm condition, it must be acknowledged by
either the operator or the system before the alarm highlight is removed. If this option is disabled
(=NO), then the user is required to acknowledge the alarm.
#number of alarms to display in alarm banner
#max of 10 lines
#min of 2 lines
ALARM_BANNER_LINES=5
This setting controls the number of lines which are displayed in the alarm banner. The number must
be between 2 and 10.
# size of active alarms database
ALARM_SIZE=1024
This value controls the amount of data displayed on the Historical Alarm/Event Summary screen
by setting how much data is kept in kept in the buffer.
#Trigger an action when an alarm is acknowledged. Requires the process 'action' be uncommeted in
the file 'startrf'
TRIGGER_ACTION=NO
Actions can be set for alarms and events in the database, but this option allows actions on alarm
acknowledgement. This option will only be checked if ENABLE_ACTION is already enabled
(=YES).
# Activate the ACR using the 'beep.control' file
ALARM_RELAY_CONTROL=NO
This setting allows control of external relays (e.g. to turn on external siren) when an alarm
occurs if it is enabled (=YES).
### MAW ###
#Active MAW callout in action
ACTION_MAW=NO
MAW is a 3rd party application (runs on MS-Windows PC) which acts as an Integrated
Notification System. If enabled (ACTION_MAW=YES) these settings allow the action processor
on RealFlex to send information to the MAW application for it to generate SMS, Fax and email
alerts, etc.
#The console name of the FlexView where MAW resides
ACTION_MAW_CONSOLE=BRODGERS
#DOS path to MAW
ACTION_MAW_DOS_PATH=C:\Program Files\MsgServer
#The max number of voice messages to deliver per call out
ACTION_MAW_MAX_MSGS=5
[HISTORY]
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The History settings control how often data is written to the hard disc. These values are usually
pre-set, and are generally only changed by the user for a specific reason.
SAMPLES=120
The SAMPLES setting controls how many recent values are stored in volatile memory before they
are written (flushed) to hard disk
FLUSHTIME=3600
The FLUSHING limit (in seconds) defines the maximum time between flushes. Data will be
flushed to the hard disc when this time expires if the number of samples has not exceeded its
value in the interim.
#Make daily files instead monthly hist files.
#DAYFILES=YES
Data is stored in monthly by default. For small hard-disc or Flash hard disk, daily updates are
possbile by enabling this option (DAYFILES=YES).
#Number of days or months to keep files
#If daily files, LIFETIME = days. If monthly files, LIFETIME = months.
#If using day files and the lifetime is more than 31 days, month files will be automatically be used
instead.
LIFETIME=5
The LIFETIME setting determines how long earlier history files are kept before being discarded.
#ENDOFDAY is the time of day when the current days history file is moved to the daily/monthy
files and a new history file is started.
#must be 5 characters and in 24 hr format.
ENDOFDAY=00:30
The ENDOFDAY setting controls the time (in 24hr clock mode) at which the current day's data is
merged into the relevant history file.
# Dates and Time for Resetting of METER tags
# Please remove all entries in rptcron that have reportd0 -m....
[METERRESET]
#0 to 23
HOUR=0
#0 to 59
MINUTE=0
#1 to 28, greater than 28 defaults to last day of month
DAY=1
# 1 to 12
MONTH=1
These settings determine when the values being accumulated in the Meters are reset.
# for failover configuration uncoment following section
# and set Primary and Secondary hosts names
#[FAILOVER]
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#PRIMARY=host01
#SECONDARY=host02
The FAILOVER settings define which servers are acting as the Primary and Secondary Realflex
machines in the system. Uncomment for hot-standby/failover and insert host name (name given
when configuring the network TCP/IP configuration under Photon). This setting is not needed for
standalone systems and can be commented out in such cases.
# heart beat settings for failover configuration
#[HBPROC]
# polling interval in milliseconds - default 200ms
#HB_FREQUENCY=200
# timeout interval in milliseconds, if standby does not
# receive reply from main within this interval it becomes main
# default - 500 ms
#HB_TIMEOUT=500
# serial port used for heart beat
# default /dev/ser2
HB_SERIALPORT=/dev/ser2
# baud rate used for heart beat
HB_BAUD=9600
#Hardware Flow control
HB_HFCONTROL_OFF=1
A 'heartbeat' is a monitored pulse sent between a primary server and its failover secondary
server. A serial cable is used in case the network fails. These settings are used to set the
heartbeat parameters. Note that the serial port defaults to 'ser2' as 'ser1' is generally used by
the security dongle. Disabling hardware flow control (HB_HFCONTROL_OFF = 1) allows a
3-wire cable to be used for the heartbeat signal.
# following settings for internal RealFlex usage
# do not change them
[RFNODE]
16
[ICF]
KEEP_DELETED=NO
[USERG]
KEEP_DELETED=NO
[URT]
KEEP_DELETED=NO
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rfmenu.menu
This file controls the RealFlex menu, and is not usually changed by the user.
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StartRF.local
This file allows the user to set what other scripts or process will start when RealFlex is started.
Scripts (CSL files) must be created on FlexView. Other processes such as calcuations, drivers and
simulations can also be included here.
This file contains a list of processes which the customer wishes to run on the system e.g drivers,
CSL’s and other QNX 6 applications
The file is made up of 5 columns:
PRIO WAIT RESOURCE_NAME TIMEOUT TASK_NAME
PRIO
This is the Priority at which the task will run. This ranges from the highest at 9 to the lowest at 5. It
is recommended to run drivers at priority 9 and CSL’s at priority 8. For example:
08 0
09 0

*
*

*
*

csl –f status.csl –e
modscan –c1

WAIT
If 1 is used then it will wait until this process is completed before continuing with the other
processes.
0 is the normal option used to indicate it does not wait and so will not block other processes.
RESOURCE_NAME
Always leave as *
TIMEOUT
Always leave as *
TASK_NAME
Name of the Process to be run with parameters if needed.
NOTE
Two useful settings which can be configured in this file are:
 If the user wishes to force certain windows to appear at startup, the can use the pdisp
command. For example, to display the overview window at startup, add the following line:
8

0 * * Pdisp -F OVERVIEW
The user can disable the quit/close button on a window by adding the '-q' switch. For
example, to ensure that the overview window is never closed accidentally, add the following
line



8

0 * * Pdisp -q -F OVERVIEW
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startup.ini
This file determines which project RealFlex will open on startup. Multiple project names can be
entered here, but only one should be left active at a time. All inactive projects should be commented
out with a '#' symbol.
Example
[DATABASE]
# name of the active RealFlex project
#Water Project
#Electrical Project
DemoRF6-1.05
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StartRF.menu
This file allows the user to configure the menus which are displayed in the RealFlex application
window.
The characters which define the menu structure are as follows:
!
&
@
<

is used for the Top Level menu buttons
is used for hotkeys
is used to include another menu file
is used for end of sub menu

The following example is explained:
!Main
Demand Reports
System Summary: stdreport -S -F/tmp/syssum.txt -u ped
<#End of Demand Reports
!Main
Main is entered as a top-level menu on the RealFlex application window. All entries under this will
be added under the Main Menu (or its submenus) until the next '!' is reached.
Demand Reports
This is under !Main, and so is entered as one of the drop-down options in the Main Menu. There is
no process associated with this menu entry
System Summary: stdreport -S -F/tmp/syssum.txt -u ped
System Summary is entered in the Demand Reports drop-down menu. If the user selects this option,
the stdreport process is run (with -S and -F options). The resultant report is opened as syssum.txt
using the ped text editor.
<#End of Demand Reports
This line signals the end of the entries for the Demand Reports sub-menu.
Refer to the sample StartRF.menu file for a full example of menu configuration.
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Sample StartRF.menu file
#! is used for the Top Level menu buttons
#& is used for hotkeys
#@ is used for include another menu file
#< is used for end of sub menu
!Main
RealFlex Summaries
System - PCU:Psys_summ
Communications:Pcomm_summ
Active Alarms:Palm_summ
Historical Alarm/Event:Pevent_summ
<#End of RealFlex Summaries
Data Summaries
Analog:Pdata_summ -a
Meter:Pdata_summ -m
Status:Pdata_summ -s
Manual Overwrite:Pflag_summ -m
Alarm Disabled:Pflag_summ -a
Control Tagged:Pflag_summ -c
Information Tagged:Pflag_summ -i
<#End of Data Summaries
Demand Reports
System Summary: stdreport -S -F/tmp/syssum.txt -u ped
Communications Summary: stdreport -C -F/tmp/comsum.txt -u ped
Active Alarm Summary: stdreport -A -F/tmp/syssum.txt -u ped
Active Events Summary: stdreport -E -F/tmp/events.txt -u ped
Analog Summary: stdreport -a -F/tmp/analog.txt -u ped
Status Summary: stdreport -s -F/tmp/stat.txt -u ped
Meter Summary: stdreport -m -F/tmp/metsum.txt -u ped
Tank Summary: stdreport -t -F/tmp/tank.txt -u ped
Alarm Disabled Summary: stdreport -D -F/tmp/almdis.txt -u ped
Inforamation Tagged Summary: stdreport -I -F/tmp/infotag.txt -u ped
Control Tagged Summary: stdreport -c -F/tmp/cnttag.txt -u ped
Manual Overwritten Summary: stdreport -M -F/tmp/manual.txt -u ped
User Report:Pdreport
Selective Alarm Print:Peprint
<#End of Demand Reports
User Logon/Logoff:Prf_logon
About RealFlex:Prf_about
Exit RealFlex:Prf_exit
!Configuration
Historical Editor: Phist_view
Password Change: Ppass_change
Alarm Sounds: PConfigSound
!Displays
Overview:Pdisp -F overview
Select Display:Pdbselect -C
!Help
RealFlex 6 Help:/usr/photon/bin/voyager -u /usr/help/product/rf6/index.html
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fonts.ini
The fonts.ini file allows the user to change the RealFlex fonts from their default settings. Five
different fonts are defined for the system. The following values can be set:
 name - name of font to use
 size - font size
 Xoffset - horisontal alignment of text
 Yoffset - vertical alignment
 Hclip - height clipping
 Wclip - width clipping
For example, to define Font0:
[FONT0]
name=PC Terminal
size=9
Xoffset=0
Yoffset=-2
Hclip=0
Wclip=-1
It is only necessary to define any changes needed - all remaining settings will revert to the default
values. For example, to change settings for FONT0 size only, the user can create the fonts.ini file
with just the following two lines:
[FONT0]
size=8
NOTE: The fonts.ini file must be saved to the /opt/rf6/defaults directory for RealFlex to use it.
If the fonts.ini file does not already exist, the sample fonts.ini file can be used as a reference.
The available fonts (name) can be found by opening the Photo Font Administrator, using the Fonts
button in the QNX Configure menu.
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Sample fonts.ini
Copy and paste the data below into a text file and save as fonts.ini in the /opt/rf6/defaults folder.
Make modifications as required. It is possible to define only changes needed, for example, if user
wants to change settings for FONT0 size they can create fonts.ini file with two lines only:
[FONT0]
size=8
All other settings will be used by default.
# Sample FONTS.INI File
#
# name - name of font to use
# size - font size
# Xoffset - horisontal alignment of text
# Yoffset - vertical alignment
# Hclip - height clipping
# Wclip - width clipping
[FONT0]
name=PC Terminal
size=9
Xoffset=0
Yoffset=-2
Hclip=0
Wclip=-1
[FONT1]
name=PC Terminal
size=9
Xoffset=0
Yoffset=-2
Hclip=0
Wclip=0
[FONT2]
name=PC Terminal
size=14
Xoffset=0
Yoffset=0
Hclip=0
Wclip=0
[FONT3]
name=PC Terminal
size=14
Xoffset=0
Yoffset=0
Hclip=0
Wclip=0
[FONT4]
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name=Times
size=17
Xoffset=0
Yoffset=-3
Hclip=2
Wclip=0
[FONT5]
name=Times
size=26
Xoffset=0
Yoffset=-5
Hclip=1
Wclip=0
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attr.ini
The attr.ini file contains project attributes which can be modified. It allows the user to set the colors
and characters for the system's display indicators.
The color value is taken from a small list of predefined color names, or the user can create/edit the
color.cfg file.
For example, to set the Alarm Disabled indicator, the following would be included in the attr.ini
file:
; alarm disabled, color and postfix
[alarm disabled]
color=yellow
character=A
(Lines beginning with ';' are comments)
NOTE: If attr.ini does not already exist in the system, it can be created using the sample attr.ini file
as a template. The new file must be placed in the project folder ( /opt/rf6/data/PROJECT) for
RealFlex to implement the new settings during startup.
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Sample attr.ini
Copy and paste the data below into a text file and save as attr.ini in the project folder. Make
modifications as required to the characters and colours.
; Sample ATTR.INI File
;
; Semicolon starts a comment
;
; Color names to be used:
; (color index 1-255 or color name)
; BLACK, LGRAY for Light Gray, GRAY, DGRAY for Dark Gray,
; WHITE, LGREEN for Light Green, DGREEN for Dark Green,
; GREEN, LYELLOW for Light Yellow, YELLOW, OFFWHITE,
; VIOLET, LRED for Light Red, RED, BLUE,
; BLINK for Blinking defined as command line parameters for Qblink
; color of normal state, no alarm
[normal]
color=black
; Rate Of Change allarm color
[roc]
color=red
; alarm disabled, color and postfix
[alarm disabled]
color=yellow
character=A
; information tag, color and postfix
[info tagged]
color=yellow
character=I
; controll tag, color and postfix
[control tagged]
color=violet
character=C
; invalid, color and postfix
[invalid]
color=white
character=I
; blinking (if color=blink) or just a color
[blinking]
color=blink
; control pending color and postfix
[control pending]
color=white
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character=>
; no reply color and postfix
[no reply]
color=white
character=*
; manual overwrite color and postfix
[overwrite]
color=lgreen
character=#
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lineprinter.cfg
If a printer for alarms is configured, all new alarms and events will be sent to it.
To set up the printer:
 Make sure that file lineprinter.cfg exists in /etc/printers for use with a lineprinter
 Run spooler from the terminal:
# /usr/sbin/spooler -d/dev/par1 -PEPSON -c /etc/printers/lineprinter.cfg -nlpt1
Refer to the sample lineprinter.cfg file for the correct format of the file.
Printer configuration files are supplied with the QNX system in /etc/printers. lineprinter.cfg can be
just a copy of the appropriate file from this directory. For example, epson.cfg renamed or copied to
lineprinter.cfg.
To print plain text from a shell to this spooler, print text to a file with extension '.raw', then use the
following command in the terminal window:
# cat file.raw > /dev/printers/lpt1/raw
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Sample lineprinter.cfg
Copy and paste the data below into a text file and save as lineprinter.cfg in the /etc/printers
folder.
# Make sure that file lineprinter.cfg exists in /etc/printers for use with a lineprinter
# Run spooler /usr/sbin/spooler -d/dev/par1 -PEPSON -c /etc/printers/lineprinter.cfg -nlpt1
# To print plane text from a shell to this spooler, print text to a file with extension '.raw'
# then cat file.raw > /dev/printers/lpt1/raw
#
PRINTER = 1
DEVICE = /dev/par1
# if printer on another node, put node here not in device
NODE = node888
# name of spooler the -n arg when starting spooler
SPOOLER = lpt1
CONFIG = ALARM
CONFIG = REPORTS
#TIMEOUT=300 default
#Not supported for alarms but might be needed for reports
#LENGTH = 63 default used by reports
#WIDTH = 80 default used by reports
# Not supported in RealFlex 6
#RTU = Not supported
#TYPE = EPSON Not needed, applied to screen dumps
#Not Used in Photon. Use Photon's 'capture screen' utility
#PSCREEN = Qpictep -f#1 > #2
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colors.cfg
RealFlex allows the user to assign colors for different alarm indicators by using the color keyword
in attr.ini.
Colors are defined as an RGB value, and can be referenced by name or by index (0 to 256). Index 0
reserved for 'transparent' (i.e. background color shows through).
There are small number of predefined names for colors: BLACK, LGRAY (light gray), GRAY,
DGRAY (dark gray), WHITE, LGREEN (light green), DGREEN (dark green), GREEN, LYELLOW
(light yellow), YELLOW, OFFWHITE, VIOLET, LRED (light red), RED, BLUE.
To add more names or make changes to the default palette of 256 colors, create or edit
PROJECT/colors.cfg.
An example of a colors.cfg shows that the file consists of four columns:
Color name; R (red value); G (green value); B (blue value); Color Index
The user can use this sample file as a template for a new colors.cfg file.
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Configure the RealFlex 6 Network
To perform the Network Configuration:
1) Select Network from the Configuration menu on the right side of the screen.

2) Select Devices Tab
3) From the Connection drop down menu, select Manual
4) Enter IP address for this PC on the TCP/IP network e.g. 192.168.0.200
5) Tick Enable Device

6) Click on Network Tab
7) Enter a unique Host Name instead of localhost. e.g Host200 . This is the name that will be used
by RealFlex to configure Primary and Secondary PC’s in the configuration file.

8) Click Apply to save changes.
9) Click on Done to exit.
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Configuring a Failover System
To configure a Failover System:
Open the project.ini file in a text editor.
1) Remove # at the beginning of the following 3 lines
[FAILOVER]
PRIMARY=Host200
SECONDARY=Host201
2) On the line with PRIMARY, enter the Host Name used in the Network Configuration of the
Primary PC
3) On the line with SECONDARY, enter the Host Name used in the Network Configuration of the
Secondary PC
4) Save the file, then exit.
Repeat this process on the Secondary PC
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Creating a New Empty Database
To create a completely new and empty database:
1. Open a Terminal window by clicking on Terminal on the Toolbar
2. Enter the following command to create a new empty RealFlex 6 database:
# initprj_rf DatabaseName
(where DatabaseName is the name chosen for the new database)
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MAW Integration
Refer to the section on Integration Notification Systems for more information on configuring MAW
for use with RealFlex.
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RealFlex Timing and Scheduling
Within the QNX operating system, a time based scheduling utility is used by RealFlex to schedule
some functions which are required to run on a scheduled basis. The automatic scheduling and
execution of programs is controlled by a text file (rptcron).
QNX Time-Based Scheduling Utility
Also of importance from a time point of view is the settings for meter rollovers.
Meter Rollover
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Scheduling : QNX Time-Based Scheduling
Utility
The rptcron file is a text file containing the commands to be executed by the cron scheduling utility.
The file is located located in the current project folder e.g /opt/rf6/data/YOURPROJECT.
More help on the format of the file can be found in the Online Help on the Photon console in the
section on cron and crontab.
Parameters
(from left to right)
Minute (0-59), Hour (00-23), Day (1-31), Month (1-12) or (3 letter Month abbreviation),
Weekday (0-6, where 0=Sunday) or (3 letter Day abbreviation), Process to be executed
Any of the time/date fields may have:
a single value
an upper and lower boundary
a series of values
a "*" to mean all values
Min Hour Day Month Wkday Process to be executed
Example
0 0 * * * /opt/rf6/bin/reportdo -c1 > /dev/null 2> /dev/null
0,10,20,30,40,50 * * * * /opt/rf6/bin/hdcheck > /dev/null 2> /dev/null
3 0 * * * /opt/rf6/bin/clocksync -l > /dev/null 2> /dev/null
Line (1) directs reportdo to reset telemetry values (Communication Summary) each morning at
00:00.
Line (2) directs hdcheck to check the harddisk usage every 10 minutes of every hour of every day of
every month.
Line (3) directs the clocksync to run at 03:00 each night.
NOTE: The "> /dev/null 2> /dev/null" redirection at the end of a line indicates that when the
applicable line is executed, any output should be directed to null (or not recorded).
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Scheduling : Meter Rollover
Meters, or accumulators, in the RealFlex system track data over time. As daily, weekly, monthly or
yearly values can be calculated, it is necessary for the system to know when these time periods start
and end. For example, if the company's daily shift starts at 8am, then this time might be set as the
daily meter rollover time.
By default, the meter rollover is done by the meterproc process and the times at which the various
meter types are rolled over is defined in the project.ini file. This rolls over as follows:
 Hourly meters on the hour where minutes is 0 or at the minute specified in the project.ini file
 Daily meters once a day at 00:00 or on the hour and minute specified in the project.ini file
 Monthly meters on the 1st day of the month at 00:00 or on the day, hour and minute specified
in the project.ini file
 Yearly meters on the 1st day of the January month at 00:00 or on the Month, day, hour and
minute specified in the project.ini file
If more flexibility with meter rollovers is required (e.g. your company has 3 x 8 hour shifts a day
and you want to reset daily meters at the beginning of each of these shifts), then you need to disable
the automatic meter rollover in meterproc and use the cron scheduler to provide this flexibility.
To disable meterproc from automatic rollover, use the –r parameter:
 Open /opt/rf6/data/YOURPROJECT/startrf file
 Add/Modify the existing line with "meterproc"
 Change it to "meterproc -r "
Then, set up your meter rollover requirements in the /opt/rf6/data/YOURPROJECT/rptcron file
Example
Add the following lines to the rptcron file
0 * * * * /realflex/bin/reportdo -m1 > /dev/null 2 > /dev/null
0 6,14,22 * * * /realflex/bin/reportdo -m2 > /dev/null 2 > /dev/null
0 6 1 * * /realflex/bin/reportdo -m3 > /dev/null 2 > /dev/null
0 6 1 1 * /realflex/bin/reportdo -m4 > /dev/null 2 > /dev/null
Line (1) directs reportdo to reset the hourly meter totals at 0 minutes of every hour of every day of
every month.
Line (2) directs reportdo to reset the daily meter totals at 06:00, 14:00 and 22:00 each day of every
month.
Line (3) directs reportdo to reset the monthly meter totals at 06:00 hours of the first day of every
month.
Line (4) directs reportdo to reset the yearly meter totals at 06:00 hours of day one of the first month
of every year.
After these changes are added, this new schedule needs to be activated. This can be done by
restarting RealFlex. If you do not wish to restart RealFlex, use the following command:
# crontab /opt/rf6/data/YOURPROJECT/rptcron
To verify the schedule is setup, type:
# crontab –l
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Backup/Restore Overview
When a RealFlex system has been installed and configured, it may be advisable to create a backup
so that the system can be restored quickly in the unlikely event of a problem, for example, during
hardware or software upgrades.
The user can:
 Backup restore the database only. This includes the system data which has been logged, but
does not include system setup and configuration
 Backup/Restore the complete system. This option includes a full working copy of the system,
and all the data logged in the database.
Specific procedures for working with RealFlex4 or RealFlex6 systems and databases are discussed
in this section.
All of the commands described in this section must be run from a QNX terminal window.
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Backup/Restore : Automatic Backup
If scheduling of your backups is required, then an entry for the cron scheduler for each backup must
be added.
Edit /opt/rf6/data/YOURPROJECT/rptcron using ped in Photon.
Example
Add a line to run BACKUP_SYS to do a Database once a week on Tuesday at 01:00 and a full disk
backup on a Friday at 01:00
0 1 * * 2 /opt/rf6/bin/BACKUP_SYS –f$HOSTNAME_Tuesday -D -z –T -t192.168.0.5 –
uftpusername:ftppassword > /dev/null 2> /dev/null
0 1 * * 5 /opt/rf6/bin/BACKUP_SYS –f$HOSTNAME_Friday –z –T -t192.168.0.5 –
uftpusername:ftppassword > /dev/null 2> /dev/null
This will take effect when RealFlex is restarted. If you wish not to restart RealFlex, use the
following command
# cd /opt/rf6/data/YOURPROJECT
# crontab rptcron
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Backup/Restore : BACKUP_SYS
BACKUP_SYS is a utility designed for backing up part, or all of the RealFlex 6/ QNX 6 system to a
Microsoft Windows PC, using one of two methods.
1. BACKUP_SYS can backup files to the /opt/rf6/data/YOURPROJECT/fw/files folder, from
where the files can then be transferred automatically to another PC using FlexView. Report
Scheduler feature can be used to transfer the files automatically and securely (without ftp) in
the background to the Microsoft Windows PC (Needs FlexView 3.1.5 or newer)
2. BACKUP_SYS can ftp files directly to an FTP Server anywhere on the network.
Once the files are on a Microsoft Windows PC they can be left on the hard disk or automatically
backed up to tape using any other backup software.
BACKUP_SYS can be scheduled to run using cron on QNX 6 (rptcron). It will save the file to
/opt/rf6/data/YOURPROJECT/fw/files. Files can then be backed up from this location.
USE
BACKUP_SYS has a range of parameters to allow configuration of small regular backups, larger
less regular backups, incremental backups or backups of files selected by the user.
BACKUP_SYS [options]
-f<file>
file name (default file name: backupsys.pax.F)
-d
add timestamp to filename
-t<addr:port>
backup system to ftp-server
-p
prompt for ftp username, password
-u<user:passwd> ftp username, password
-C<name>
FlexView console name to report about backup results
-i
incremental backup
-z
gzip backup file
-T
use tar file instead of cpio
-F
file with a list of files and directories to be backed up
-D
backup current project
This utility can backup a RealFlex 6 database and configuration data to an FTP server PC anywhere
on the network. Various combinations of the parameters can be used to create a backup suitable for
the user.
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Backup/Restore : Complete Backup to FTP
Server
Performing a complete backup will allow a full system restore at a later time. To perform the
backup to an FTP server, use the BACKUP_SYS as in the following example:
BACKUP_SYS -fSC1_Friday –z -t192.168.0.5 –u ftpusername:ftppassword
This will backup the all the contents of the hard disk (with the exception of QNX system files) to the
FTP server on 192.168.0.5 and create a backup file called SC1_Friday.pax.gz
To schedule an automatic backup, add a line to the /opt/rf6/data/YOURPROJECT/rptcron file so
that BACKUP_SYS is scheduled to run automatically.
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Backup/Restore : Database Backup to FTP
Server
Syntax
BACKUP_SYS –t ipaddress:port

( :port is defaulted to :21)

Examples
BACKUP_SYS –t 192.168.0.5 –u ftpusername:ftppassword
This will automatically connect using username and password to the FTP Server on 192.168.0.5 and
backup the RealFlex database by FTP to the file, backupsys.pax.F on 192.168.0.5 PC
NOTE : BACKUP_SYS does not support multiple word username and passwords e.g Joe Bloggs is
not supported, but JoeBloggs is a valid username or password.
BACKUP_SYS -f Main-Full-N$HOSTNAME- –d -D –t 192.168.0.30 –u ftpusername:ftppassword
–C ConsoleName
This will backup the RealFlex current project to a single file Main-Full-N1-20050215161027.pax.F
on the FTP server PC (192.168.0.30).
To find out console names, use QNX shell and enter following command:
# flexadmin –l
BACKUP_SYS -fSC1_Monday -D –z -t192.168.0.5 –u ftpusername:ftppassword
This will backup the Database to the FTP server on 192.168.0.5 and create a backup file called
SC1_Monday.pax.gz
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Backup/Restore : Restore Complete System
from FTP Server
To restore a Complete Backup where you want to install to a new hard disk, these are the steps
required.
1. Install QNX from bootable QNX 6/RealFlex 6 CD
2. Ensure BIOS is configured to boot from the CD
3. Insert the RealFlex 6 / QNX installation CD in the CD driver and reboot the PC.
4. Follow the instructions to install QNX and RealFlex 6 on the PC as described in the
software installation guide.
5. Configure the RealFlex 6 Network
Once QNX 6 and RealFlex 6 are installed and the network is configured, then you can restore the
rest of the system from your previous backup to an FTP server over the TCP/IP network.
IMPORTANT : You must change directory (CD) to the ' / 'directory first before restoring files, as
all the files are restored relative to the current folder.
# cd /
# RESTORE_SYS –f Friday-Host200 –z -T -t192.168.0.5 –uftpusername:ftppassword
Where:
–t
-u
–f
–z & –T

is IP address of FTP Server PC
is FTP Server user Name : FTP Server Password
is the exact filename (Friday-Host200.tar.gz) to be restored from the FTP Server
because these parameters were used to create the backup in .tar.gz format
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Backup/Restore : Restore Database from FTP
Server
Use the following command format to restore a backup database which is on the FTP Server in a .gz
format
IMPORTANT : You must change directory (CD) to the ' / 'directory first before restoring files, as
all the files are restored relative to the current folder.
# cd /
# RESTORE_SYS –f$HOSTNAME_Tuesday –z -T -t192.168.0.5 –uftpusername:ftppassword
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Backup/Restore : Restore File or Folder from
FTP Server
Use the following commands to restore a file, or folder, directly from an ftp server.
IMPORTANT : Change directory (CD) to the ' / ' directory before restoring files, as all the files are
restored relative to the current folder.
# cd /
The command format needed depends on the options used when creating the backup file.
filename.tar.gz
This is the command if the backup file is a .tar.gz format (i.e. used –T –z to create backup file ):
# ftpget user:password@IP_ADDDRESS_FTP_SERVER BackupFilename | gunzip -c | tar -xv
FileName
Example : restore the file opt/rf6/data/WCC/soundcfg
# ftpget BackupAdmin:password@192.168.0.1 Friday-Host200.tar.gz | gunzip -c | tar -xv
/opt/rf6/data/WCC/soundcfg
filename.pax.F
This is the command if the backup file is a .pax.F format :
# ftpget user:password@IP_ADDDRESS_FTP_SERVER BackupFilename | melt -c | pax -rv
FileName
Example: restore the file opt/rf6/data/WCC/soundcfg
# ftpget BackupAdmin:password@192.168.0.1 Friday-Host200.pax.F | melt -c | pax -rv
/opt/rf6/data/WCC/soundcfg
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Backup/Restore : RESTORE_SYS
RESTORE_SYS is a utility designed for restoring data that has been backed up using
BACKUP_SYS.
To view help on the command, type:
# RESTORE_SYS -?
Use
RESTORE_SYS [options]
-f
-t<ip_addr[:port]>
-u<user:passwd>
-p
-z
-T

backup file name (default backupsys.pax.F)
get backup file from FTP server
ftp user,password
prompt for user password
use gzip
use tar

This script is used to restore system from system backup . Pass -t parameter with ip address of ftp
server and -f parameter with the path to the backup file at ftp server.
Example
RESTORE_SYS -t192.168.1.1:69 -f/usr/tftp/my_sys_backup.pax.F
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Backing Up a RealFlex 6 Database
To back up a RealFlex 6 database, use one of the two options described below:
1) Open a Terminal window by clicking on Terminal on the QNX Toolbar
2) Enter the following command to create a single file backup of the complete project.
# backup_rf6db DatabaseName
(where DatabaseName is any name of the database you want to backup)
This creates a single backup file /tmp/DatabaseName.tar.gz .
OR
2) Alternatively you can backup the project to a single file in the
/opt/r6/data/CurrentProject/fw/files folder and this allows a FlexView console to schedule a file
transfer of the backup file to the Microsoft Windows PC.
# backup_rf6db -f
This creates a single backup file /opt/rf6/data/CurrentProject/fw/files/CurrentProject.tar.gz, where
CurrentProject is the name of the current project as defined in /opt/rf6/data/startup.ini
If you need to schedule an automatic backup to a file then you can add the following line to the
rptcron file :
backup_rf6db –f
Example
/opt/rf6/data/CurrentProject/rptcron
Line added to backup the database to a file at 00:05 every day. The backup file will be stored in
/opt/rf6/data/CurrentProject/fw/files/CurrentProject.tar.gz
0 0 * * * /opt/rf6/bin/reportdo -c1 > /dev/null 2> /dev/null
0,10,20,30,40,50 * * * * /opt/rf6/bin/hdcheck > /dev/null 2> /dev/null
3 0 * * * /opt/rf6/bin/clocksync -l > /dev/null 2> /dev/null
5,0 * * * * /opt/rf6/bin/backup_rf6db -f > /dev/null 2> /dev/null
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Restoring a RealFlex 6 Database
To restore a RealFlex 6 database:
1) Open a Terminal window by clicking on Terminal on the Toolbar
2) Enter the following command to restore a database from a backup file.
# restore_rf6db DatabaseName
(where DatabaseName is database name used on the single file backup in the current directory)
Example
# cp Demo.tar.gz /root
# cd /root
# restore_rf6db Demo
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Restoring a RealFlex 4 Database
If you are upgrading from a RealFlex 4.3 system and have already backed up a RealFlex 4 database
as described in Section 3.1.5, then you can restore that database on the QNX6 RealFlex 6.x PC as
follows:
1) On RealFlex 6 PC stop RealFlex. Click on Main on the RealFlex toolbar and select 'Stop
RealFlex'
2) Open a Terminal window by clicking on Terminal on the Toolbar
3) To restore a RealFlex 4 database which was previously backed up using “backup_rf4db
DatabaseName “, transfer the backed up file DatabaseName.tar.F onto the QNX 6/ RealFlex 6 PC.
Example
If you have both RealFlex 4 and RealFlex 6 PC on the same network, you can use ftp to transfer the
backup file to the QNX 6 PC
ftp xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx
where xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx is IP Address of QNX 4 PC
Connected to xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx
FTP server ready
Name : root
Password required for root
Password : xxxxxxx
Where xxxxxxx is the password for the root user

ftp> cd /tmp
CWD command successful.
ftp> get DatabaseName.tar.F
This should transfer the backup file to your QNX 6 PC . Then close ftp:
ftp> bye
4) Open the File Manager by clicking on the File Manager on the Toolbar

5) Select the DatabaseName.tar.F file
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6) Copy and Paste the file as follows:
 Right click and select Copy
 Double click on .. folder
 Double click on opt folder
 Double click on rf6 folder
 Double click on rf4data
 Click on Paste on File Manager Toolbar

7) In the Terminal Window, enter the following command to restore the RealFlex 4 database
# cd /opt/rf6/rf4data
# restore_rf4db DatabaseName
(where DatabaseName is any name you choose for the backup)
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8) Enter the following command to convert and install the RealFlex 4 database
# prjinstall DatabaseName
(where DatabaseName is any name you choose for the backup)
Make a note of any Warnings displayed while converting the files, e.g. the coldstart file.
9) When it is complete you can start RealFlex with the new converted database.
When RealFlex is running it will be indicated on the RealFlex toolbar

NOTE: During conversion from RealFlex 4 to RealFlex 6, usernames and passwords cannot be
automatically converted exactly as they were in RealFlex 4. After conversion, passwords will
default to “1234567”. Also, an Administrator user will be created automatically as follows.
User Id = admin
Password = 1234567
At first login, the user will be requested to change this default password. By default, the password
must contain more than 7 characters, including numeric and both upper case and lower case
characters.
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Integrated Notification System (INS)
INS refers to third party software for generating alarms.
RealFlex 6 software can use the MAW Integrated Notification System (INS) to send messages to
pagers, mobile phones (SMS), faxes, email or voice messages to any phone. This is done when
particular alarm conditions occur in the RealFlex SCADA system.
RealFlex 6 uses the Action Processor to send trigger messages to the INS software which then
manages the communications to individuals or groups of users. The contact persons and
communications methods may differ at different times of the day.
It is possible to configure a delay before sending alarms on to the MAW Integrated Notification
System (INS), to filter fleeting alarms which exist only for a short period of time and can safely be
ignored.
As the RealFlex 6 SCADA system allows different action codes to be defined for individual tags in
the SCADA database, this allows the system to be configured in a very flexible manner to suit all
contact scenarios.
Configuring MAW on RealFlex 6:
Action Processor
Database Example
MAW Integrated Notification System
MAW Configuration
Enabling MAW in Configuration files
Database Example with MAW
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Action Processor
The Action Processor is a RealFlex task designed to automatically respond to changes in state of
digital status points and out-of-limits alarm conditions in analog points. When a digital point changes
states, an analog point varies beyond the user-specified limits, or when another RealFlex processor
queues an action request, the Action Processor will automatically perform the appropriate
user-specified actions. These actions can include:
- Sending a "field device" control request
- Sending a "pseudo" record control request, (i.e., activating or deactivating a CSL)
- Generating a remote vocal alarm with dialing
- Generating a remote vocal alarm without dialing
The Action Processor (action) works with the Data Processors (anaproc & statproc) in the
following way:
When a digital point changes states (or an analog point exceeds a limit), anaproc or statproc records
the new state of the point in the corresponding database record, anaproc or statproc then checks the
Alarm Action field of the database record. If the Alarm Action field contains a non-zero value (i.e.,
an Alarm Action Code), anaproc or statproc places an entry in the Action Processor's queue (the
"action queue"). The entry includes the Alarm Action Code, and the Action Status. (The Action
Status is the "CURRENT VAL" if a status point or a code indicating which limit was exceeded if an
analog point).
The Action Processor, finding a new entry in the action queue, checks its control file (alm_action)to
determine what to do. If it finds an entry in its control file with the same Alarm Action Code and
Action Status as the new entry in the action queue, it performs the action specified by other values in
the control file entry. If the specified action is a control request, the appropriate I/O driver will send
the control to the specified control point.
The Action Processor goes through its entire control file, and repeats this process for every entry
whose Alarm Action Code and Action Status match the new entry in the action queue. Via this
queuing mechanism, the Action Processor can also perform actions originating with other RealFlex
processors and with user-supplied custom code. (Refer to the optional Custom Development
Package for details on how to use the Action Processor from user-supplied code.)
The Action Processor places no restrictions on which PCU/Tags trigger action requests, or which
PCU/Tags are the targets of the resulting controls.
Action Processor Control File Format
The Configuration File Editor (CFE) can be used to edit the alarm action file. This file can contain
many lines, each line referring to one of the Alarm action numbers used in the database. This allows
you to effectively configure a group of tags by giving a common group of tags, a common Alarm
Action Number. This file then defines what happens when an alarm occurs to any ones of the tags
having this Alarm action number.
Configuration – Configuration File Editor
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Select File, then New .
Click on Alarm configuration tab

Double click on Alarm Action
The default name for the alarm action file is alm_action. If a different name is used, pass its name to
the Action Processor as an option in the startrf file (located in /opt/rf6/data/PROJECT) as action –f
name. The Action Processor's control file should reside in the /opt/rf6/data/PROJECT.
The following represents the format required for each entry in the Action Processor's control file:
Action Code, Action Function, Action Status, Pcu, Tag, Control ID
where:
Alarm Action
Action Code number to match in current entry of Action Processor's queue and the referenced
database record. This is a number between 1 and 65535 assigned by the user to identify a particular
action. (Note A range of 0-65535 can be edited from Photon Database Editor, but a range of 0-255
can only be used from FlexView console currently due to backward compatibility with RealFlex 4)
There are 2 reserved Alarm Action Codes :
0 - means no action to be taken
4 - will allow the user to perform a manual overwrite to issue a control on the associated
point.
Action Function
1 - Send a "field device" control
2 - Send a "pseudo" record control;
i.e., activate/deactivate a CSL
3 - Generate a remote vocal alarm with dialing**
4 - Generate a remote vocal alarm without dialing**
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** Function 3 and 4 support MAW Action Processing
Action Status
Status to match in current entry of Action Processor's queue. Valid values are from 0 to 3. For status
points, these values represent the first through fourth possible states, respectively. For analog points,
they represent exceeding the low-low, low, high, and high-high limits, respectively.
Action Status
0

Status Points
1

Analog Points
low-low

1
2
3

2
3
4

low
high
high-high

PCU Name
The name of the PCU to which the control output is to be sent.
Database Tag
The name of the status point to which the control output is to be sent.
Control ID
Index to one of the four possible control-ID values of the status point database record. The control id
entered will be one less than the value sent, i.e.:
Control ID
0

Value Sent
1

1
2
3

2
3
4

Alarm Action Codes and Action Status can be duplicated in the control file to effect multiple actions
and control output requests for a single state change or alarm condition.
Please note:
Action functions 3 and 4 require the optional MAW package. PCU Name, Database Tag, and Control
ID Index fields may not be required, if the action function is 3 or 4. (See the MAW section for
details)
Note that 'action' has a default delay of 60 seconds before it makes a call.
If the time delay in the action file is set for 10 seconds and there is no call made in 10 seconds, its
because action is waiting 60 seconds to make the 1st call. This allows multiple calls to be queued
before the call out is made.
action -t<delay in seconds> default 60.
Additional significant arguments to action.:
action –A - Enable re-sending of message until alarm is acknowledged.
action –D<seconds> If re-sending active, number of seconds to wait before resending.
action –v - Log voice alarms to events.
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action –m - Enable monitor mode for debugging.
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Database Example
The Action Process handles the processing of actions for any tags in the database, which has action
codes defined in the “Alarm action” field in the database.

Example Action Processor control file entries:
4,1,1,HM4100,FUELSTATE,1
1,1,1,HM4100,FUELPUMP,0
In the situation represented by the example database definitions and Action Processor control file
entries above, the following sequence of events would occur:
1. An alarm is acknowledged, and one of the tasks that handle
alarm acknowledgments places an action request for Alarm
Action Code 4 with an Action Status value of 1 (second
state), on the Action Processor's queue.
2. The Action Processor finds a match in the first line of
the control file for Alarm Action Code 4, Action Status 1,
and dispatches a control to PCU 'HM4100', status point
'FUELSTATE' to go to the OK state. (Because the Control-ID
Index in the control file entry equals 1, which indexes
the second state, OK, as shown in the first sample
database definition.
3. In response to the control dispatched in (2), the device
represented by PCU HM4100, status point FUELSTATE goes
to the ON state. The Data Processor ( statproc)
changes the Current Value field of the corresponding
database record to "1", and checks the Alarm Action
field of the same record. Since that field contains a
non-zero value (1), statproc puts an action
request on the Action Processor's queue indicating
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Alarm Action Code 1 and Action Status 1 (the new value
of the Current Value field.)
4. The Action Processor finds a match in the second line of
the control file for Alarm Action Code 1, Action Status 1,
and dispatches a control to PCU 'HM4100', status point
'FUELPUMP' to go to the first state (indexed by a
Control-ID Index of 0). (The database definition for this
database point is not shown.)
The Action Processor dispatches control output requests in the order in which they are defined in the
file. Please note however, that if an action request generates several controls across different PCU's,
the final execution order cannot be guaranteed.
Alarm Action Codes 0 and 4 have special, preset meanings (0 - No action to be taken & 4 - Alarm
acknowledged from keyboard and manual overwrite control issued). All other Alarm Action Codes
are user-defined by making entries in the Alarm Action field of a status or analog database record
and defining an Alarm Action Code request in the Action Processor's control file.
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MAW Integrated Notification System
Please use the MAW Integrated Notification System documentation to install and configure the
software.
Contacts
You should configure a list of Contacts who will receive the indication of an alarm in the SCADA
system. Sample setup of Contact is shown here.

You can define which contacts get alarm messages, at particular times of the day, and by what
method they get the communication (Pagers, SMS, fax, email or voice). This allows you to define
how a person is contacted during working hours, and maybe not contacted after working hours.
Contact Lists
You must create a Contact List and give it a name (which is referred to in the Alarm Action
Configuration above) and edited by the Configuration File Editor.
This Contact List can contain many contacts who will be contacted when an alarm occurs on a tag
which has a specific Action Code.
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Depending on the setting of the Contact list, all members of the list may receive the message, or it
may try contact each in sequence, until one acknowledges they received the message.
When a group of contacts is defined in a Contact List, then it is possible to have one person
contacted during office hours, and a different person contacted after office hours, or any other
combinations required.
Voice Files
Create custom voice files and store these files in the Assorted directory where MAW was installed.
The file Assorted.cfg will need to be modified to append the newly created voice file names. An
example is as follows:
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Enabling MAW in Configuration Files
1) startrf
# Enable the action processor by uncommenting the action process in /opt/rf6/data/project/startrf.
Example
9 0 *

*

action

2) project.ini
The action processor must be activated by setting ENABLE_ACTION=YES in the
[DATA_PROCESSES] section
MAW must be activated by setting ACTION_MAW=YES in the [ALARMS] section in the
project.ini file:
[DATA_PROCESSES]
DEAD_BAND=1.0
ENABLE_ACTION=YES
[ALARMS]
#Automatically clear acknowledged alarms that return to normal
AUTO_CLEAR=NO
#number of alarms to display in alarm banner
#max of 10 lines
#min of 2 lines
ALARM_BANNER_LINES=5
# size of active alarms database
ALARM_SIZE=1024
# Enable the action processor by uncommenting the action from /opt/rf6/data/project/startrf.
# Set ENABLE_ACTION to YES under [DATA_PROCESSES]
#Trigger an action when an alarm is acknowledged. Requires the process 'action' be uncommeted in
the file 'startrf'
TRIGGER_ACTION=NO
# Activate the ACR using the 'beep.control' file
ALARM_RELAY_CONTROL=NO
### MAW ###
#Active MAW callout in action
ACTION_MAW=YES
#The console name of the FlexView where MAW resides
ACTION_MAW_CONSOLE=DENISC
#DOS path to MAW
ACTION_MAW_DOS_PATH=C:\INS
#The max number of voice messages to deliver per call out
ACTION_MAW_MAX_MSGS=5
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MAW Configuration
To use MAW for alarm dial out, the format of the action line differs from the normal action
described above. There are two options: dial when an alarm occurs; and dial only if an alarm has
been active for a specified time.
1) The first format to dial when an alarm occurs is as follows:
Action Code, Action Function, Action Status, *, *, *, Contact List, Message
This format allows any pcu, tag and type with the same action code to generate a dial out command.
2) The second format to dial when an alarm must be active for a specified time is as follows:
Action Code, Action Function, Action Status, PCU, Database Point, Database Type, Time Out,
Contact List, Message
This format allows only the specified pcu, tag and type with the action code to generate a dial out
command.
The field definitions of the action line are the same as previously discussed with the addition of the
new fields are discussed as follows:
Database Type
Analog or status must be specified. Use ‘A’ for analog and ‘S’ for status.
Time Out
The time in seconds an alarm must remain active before a command is sent to MAW for a dial out.
Contact List
The field must be the Contact List name as used in the MAW Integrated Notification System which
contains the list of contacts to be notified. The Contact List Name is created using the MAW
Integrated Notification System software, and there can be multiple Contact List Names defined.
Message
This is a optional filed, containing a message in text format up to 160 characters. This message can
be communicated to the user by the MAW Integrated Notification System software as a voice
message, SMS text message, fax or email. The maximum number of characters allowed for the
message is 160.
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MAW Database Example

Example Action Processor control file entries:
5,3,0,*,*,*, NIGHTSHIFT,HM4100, FUELLEVEL, LOLO
5,3,3,HM4100,LEVEL,A, 15, NIGHTSHIFT, HM4100, FUELLEVEL, HIHI,
In the situation represented by the example database definition and Action Processor control file
entries above, the following sequence of events would occur:
1. The data processor anaproc detects a LOLO alarm that occurred
for any pcu and any point that has an action code of 5
and a status value of 0 (LOLO alarm ) on the action que.
2. The Action Processor finds a match in the first line of the control file
for Alarm Action Code 5, Action Status 0, and dispatches a dial out
command to MAW (action function 3 ), telling MAW to use the contact list
NIGHTSHIFT and to play the voice files HM4100.wav, FUELLEVEL.wav
and LOLO.wav
3. The data processor anaproc detects a HIHI alarm that occurred for
PCU HM4100, point LEVEL and places an action code of 5 and a
status value of 3 (HIHI alarm ) on the action que.
4. The Action Processor finds a match in the second line of
the control file for Alarm Action Code 5, Action Status 3.
action detects that this is a timed alarm because the pcu,
tag, database type and time out fields are entered. action
now stores this command and waits for 15 seconds. If the
alarm is still active after this period, action dispatches
a dial out command to MAW (action function 3 ), telling
MAW to use the contact list NIGHTSHIFT and to play
the voices file HM4100.wav , FUELLEVEL.wav and HIHI.wav
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